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'CENTRAL MAINE EMPLOYEES

FUND STARTED FOR HENDERSON
FAMILY BURNED OUT WEDNESDAY

Photo by Kelley

Gertrude Henderson, one of the family of five children burned out
In the fire on Holmes Street Wednesday afternoon.
shown receiving
from Kendall Merriam, class president, the money donated by her
classmates in Mrs. Stubb’.s South School sixth grade room Friday
morning.
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As in many past instances Rock
land citizens have demonstrated
a strong desire to help a neighbor
who has suffered a stroke of ill
fortune in their response to the
serious fire of Wednesday after
noon. The fire, which destroyed
the barn and part of the house of
Daniel Henderson on outer Holmes
Street, drove the family of five
children, their father and grand
mother from the home and des
troyed many of their belongings
on the eve of the graduation of the
oldest child, Janet, from Rockland
High School.
In the short space of time since
the fire the citizens of Rockland
have offered living space and cloth
ing to the family as w’ell as re
questing that a fund be established
to aid them in restoring their home
to a livable condition.
Almost before the ink was dry
on the papers telling of the dis
aster calls were received at The
Courier-Gazette office asking if
a fund was going to be started
and offering contributions to aid
the family. At the present time
donations have been received to
taling $75.50. Contributors have
been Mrs. Leola Hyland, George
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S. Parsons, Rockland Lodge of
Elks, Carl Stilphen, Newbert’s
Restaurant, the B. & R. Express,
Jesse Bradstreet, the South School
faculty and a friend who wished
not to be named.
Contributions to the Henderson
Fund will continue to be accepted
by The Courier-Gazette and they
may be brought or sent to the
newspaper office in care of Harvey
R. Kelley, staff member who will
act as treasurer for the fund. Re
ports on the fund will be published
in future issues of the Courier.

President Union
Student Council
The election of officers for the
students council of Union High
Schools has been conducted and
Wilbur Jacobs of the present junior
class selected by the student body
as president. Also elected to council
were Mildred Upham, senior rep
resentative;
Westford
Hannan,
junior respresentative and James
Marriner, sophomore representa
tive. The remaining representa
tives and officers of the council
will be selected after the high
school opens in September.
Our Guest-Preacher

BREAK BOSTON HOLD ON PORT
THROUGH LOCALLY CONTROLLED

Philip Boles Sharpe
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

(By Court House, Rockland)
A Cordial Welcome Always!
70-lt

The strangle hold of Pat MeHugh's
Atlantic
Fishermen’s
Union on the Port of Rockland is
apparently being pried apart.
i JW..1 t- u
.
Uoial fishermen have moved

j
i
j
j
Alton E. Foster
j
i bottle of insect repellent.
Malcolm Ingraham, president of
the employees association, acted
as master of ceremonies for the
occasion. The lobster thermidor
supper was prepared and served
by the men of the company under
the direction of Miss Ruth Mci Bride.

GRINDLE RECEIVED TEACHERS

ASSOCIATION AND RICH AWARDS
AT ROCKLAND GRADUATION
of

Rockland

AS SEEN ON T. V.
Better Homes Inc.

ICE MILK DESSERT

85c
SOLD AT ALL
EDWARDS' DEALERS

BANGOR, MAINE

RUSCO DOORS - WINDOWS
MODERNFOLD DOORS

4 DELICIOUS FLAVORS:
Strawberry - Chocolate
Vanilla - Coffee

70-lt

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN

Ben J. Dowling
Supervisor
50 HOLMES STREET
RIMKIAND
TEI.. 1315-W
Call For Free Estimate
64-S-79
tXXXSXSSSSSSSSSXKSXXXXXV

High Perry, Clifford Perry and Russell
Wixson.

The Salutatory was delivered by
Norman Wildes for Roger Grindle,
who because of illness could not do
it himself.
Edward Baxter gave
the Valedictory—“Forward Ever,
Backward Never. ’

Supt. Bruce J. Kinney awarded
the diplomas. The words of the
class ode were written by Arlene
Miller and Carole Stratton.

The Invocation was by Rev.
Merle C. Conant and the bene
diction by Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon.
Those bundled newspapers which
are available, though in short
supply, at Tne Courier-Gazette ofserve a hundred useful purposes,
fice.
Six pound bundles of print-

"Bless This House" was beauti- Pd papers 15c per bundle. Six
fully rendered by nine senior boys, pound bundles of unprinted plain
John Black, Clarence Coffin, Har white news papers, 25c per bundle.
118-tf
old Cummings, Clayton Dorr, Les
lie Makinen, Paul Merriam, Ben

J commented.

He obsprve<l that the tieup of the
Birds Eye fleet is not in the lo,
.
ral fishermen s interests, but a
niove t0 damage the fiahing busi.
ness in the Port of Rockland. It
seems, he said, that they (meaning th<>
Atla“Uc Fishermen’s
Union) don'1 car<> where the trawlers fish, just as long as they don’t
fish out of Rockland.

the past two days to form an in- |
dependent union of fishermen in
the Port of Rockland. The or- \
ganization. for which membership
applications are now in circulation, will be known as the Maine
Fishermen’s Association of Rock
land, Maine.
That thc fishermen of the port
An organizational meeting was have long been bitter over the dicheld at 7 o’clock Friday evening tatorial methods employed by offi
in the Community Building with cia,s ot the Atlantic Fishermen’s
leaders of the movement in charge Union relative to Rockland is evi
and with fishermen, residents of dent.
Photo by Kelley
Weston Wall, 76, of Rockport receives his honorary high school
the Coastal Area, in attendance.
An individual, long associated
Leadership of the new union with the fishing industry in New diploma from Superintendent of Schools Bruce J. Kinney. The award
which seeks to speak for local fish- * England, and not connected in was made Friday evening at the annual banquet of the Rockport High
School Alumni Association.
ermen, and in their interests and an active capacity with either
Highlight of the Rockport High etry and trigonometry. His aver
those of the Port of Rockland is union or company, observed Frivested in stable men, skilled fish day that Rockland could provide School alumni banquet Friday eve- age mark on the 58 examinations
ermen and residents of the area. the first break in McHugh’s long ning was the presentation of an he had to take was 94.6, a mark to
Masters, crewmen and engi reign of the fishing industry in honorary diploma t0 a 76 year old put many a younger student to
shame.
,
neers have shown marked inter New England. He predicted that
ir
k
i u
f
. Rockport resident who decided two
est in the movement which is led if the break here s successful that
Commenting on his diploma Mr.
by one of the most respected fish- the Atlantic Fishermen’s Union j Vears a8° that he ought to finish Wall stated, “It took me 19 years
ing captains in the section.
leaders may expect like move- his high school studies. Forced to to get the first three years of high
Not only are those officers and ments to spring up in other ports 1 give up his regular occupation of school and three times 19 to get
crewmen of the eight tied up along the New England shores, j mechanic a few years ago by a leg the last year.”
Officers of the Maine Fisher- amputation, Weston Wall decided
Birds Eye trawlers identified in
Having found the study of his
part with the movement but men i men’s Association of Rockland, that just ordinary reading didn’t favorite subject, mathematics, to
were scheduled to be | have enough challenge. Hearing be more satisfying than ordinary
who hold Atlantic Fisheman’s Maine
Union cards and who are sailing named in the meeting held Fri- , an advertisement for the American reading the latest member of the
on privately owned boats.
day evening at the Community School in Chicago, one of the bet- Rockport alumni intends to conIt is understood on good au- Building. Inasmuch as The Cou- ter known correspondence schools tinue'his gtud;eg planning to work
thority that several fishermeni ' ier-Gazette's press time was in in the country, and remembering on analytical geometry and calcu
have already turned in their At- advance of the meeting hour, it his wish to finish a high school ca- lus in the near future.
lantic Fishermen’s Union cards to was impossible to identify those reer interrupted during his senior
He believes in keeping in the
year, Mr. Wall contacted the Chi
the port agent. Others wait the J leaders in this edition,
proper spirit as a student how
outcome of what will probably deThe tieup of the trawlers is cost- cago school and started on a two
ever and is going to take his sum
velop into a bitter battle for con- inB the Port of Rockland an esti- year program of study. Earlier
mer vacation from textbooks. In
trol of the Port of Rockland.
mated $3800 per working day, and this spring he finished the courses
fact, he will leave by plane for
The insurgents, so called, have this is the tenth day of the tieup. he had selected and was given his
Chicago today where he will visit
certificate from the American
moved ahead carefully. Local le
his son Warren, a TWA pilot, and
Read The Courier-Gazette
gal aid was sought in the forming j
School.
another son, Benjamin, who is a
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette
of
the new union, with the
School officials in the town of
bus driver in Chicago.
Rockland attorneys obtaining ad Advertise In The Courier-Gazette Rockport decided that some recog
vice from skilled labor lawyers.
nition of his work should be given !
Success these days consists in
A spokesman for the new group
by the local school system and it j
operating a high Dowered car with
said, "We feel that it is time that
was decided that an honorary di
out running into the poor house.
local fishermen got together and
ploma should be awarded to him
realize that they can operate local
at the 1954 commencement. The
boats and fish without Boston indiploma bears the signature of the
The Office of
terference.”
school committee members, the
"Things are pretty tough when
Superintendent of Schools and the
one man in Boston (meaning Me- f
high school principal.
Hugh, evidently) can tell local
The Rockport man selected
Optometrist
fishermen when to work and when
courses to complete his work that
to tie up the fleet,’’ he said. "In
cannot be regarded as easy ones
WILL BE CLOSED
other words. Boston voted the pres
by any means, three of his four
ent Birds Eye tieup, and not Rockunits being in astronomy, geom-

Tv SERVICE

Luther F. Biekmore

From June 1 to June 19
7 05 A. M
Lv. North Haven
8 15 A M
Ar. Rockland
Lv. Rockland
9 00 A. M
10.10 A. M
Ar. North Haven
12.20 P. M.
Lv. North Haven
1.35 P M.
Ar. Rockland
3.00 P. M.
Lv. Rockland
4.10 P. M.
Ar. North Haven

50c DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Richards

Monday, June 14

Radio Television
SALES and SERVICE

HOME COOKED FOOD

THE BIG

From Jane 20 to Sept 15
7.05 A. M.
Lv. North Haven
8.15 A M
Ar. Rockland
12
20 P. M.
Lv. North Haven
1 35 P. M.
Ar. Rockland
Leave Rockland Mon., Wed.,
Thurs. and Sat.
9.00 A. M. and 3.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.10 A. M. and 4.10 P. M.
Leave Rockland Tues. * Fri.
9.00 A. M. and 5.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.10 A. M. and 6.10 P. M.
Starting Sunday, June 27 to
September 5 Inclnalve
Will
run Sundays leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M.; Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.

Leave North Haven at 3.45
P. M.: Arriving Rockland at
4.50 P. M

The Blue Goose
RT. 1 - NORTHPORT, ME.

Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
Gene Hammond, Vocalist

Come and Please the Big Man
69*70

Open 8 A. M.-5 P. M. Daily,- 8 A. M.-8 P. M. Sundays

£

Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.; I
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.

June 26th to Sept. 4 Inclusive,
extra trip from North Haven
every Saturday P. M. Leaving
North Haven at 5.30 P. M.; Ar
riving Rockland 6.40 P. M.

Sorry, No Picnic Grounds This Year

(Subject to change without
notice)
69-Th-tf

ROCKLAND GOLF CLUB

NEW COUNTY ROAD

TEL 151
THOMASTON

131-8-tf

70-lt

KNOX COUNTY FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION
EXTENDS a CORDIAL INVITATION TO AI.L

DANCE
Saturday, Tonight, June 12

NOW IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION

9.00 ’Til 1.00

All Fairways Mowed — No Wet Holes

M.
M.
M.
M.
27
M.
M.
M.
M.

7.45 A. M.
Leave Rockland
9 00 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
Leave Rockland
2.15 P. M.*
•Tuesday and Thursdays only

Vinalhaven to Rockland
BOAT VINALHAVEN
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to October 1

M
M.
M
M.

E. TOM LONG, Manager
70-lt

• Cooking is quicker and easier

with Pyrofax Gaal Thera's no
waiting for elements to heal np—
you gel maximum heal immediately.
You can select lho exact heat you
want, from low simmer to full last
flame. Pyrofax Gas gives you
trouble-free performance - moans
greater efficiency in cooking, water
boating, refrigeratfoo. Como in and
eoo us today.

OLDSMOBILE

889

•Starting June 26 will leave
Vinalhaven Saturday at 5.30
P. it. instead ot 4.15 P. M.
69-Th-tf

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN R.

FOR A THRILLING

DEMONSTRATION

Pick up your phone! CzB
this number and we'll ar
range a thrilling drive in the
hottest number on tbe high
way—Ohlamobile'a actionpacked "88" or glamorous
"Ninety-Eight” for 19541
Make year date with •
"Rocket 8” hW

THOMASTON.................

LION’S AUCTION
(TO BE HELD IN AUGUST)

TUESDAY NIGHT, JUNE 15
Everyone Will Be Called Upon.

Let Us Have All the

Furniture, Bric-a-brac, Tools, Antiques, etc.

TEL 711

ROCKLAND. MB.

FREE PARKING — SNACK BAR — DONATION 75c
70-lt
«XXX\X\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~*

2nd ANNUAL

RHONE

Jane 1 to September 12

COMPTON’S
COR. PARK * UNION STS.
TEL 1135

PICK - UP FOR

RING FOR
A RIDE IN A

Sunday Only, Starting June 27

Monday through Saturday

SEE LfS

Turn North off Rt. 17 at East Union
KEITH CROCKETT AND HIS HARMONISTS

Daily Green Fee $1.50 — Visitors Welcome

Leave Vinalhaven
3.30 P. M.
Arrive Rockland
4.50 P. M.
BOAT MARY A

4.15 P. M.*
5.30 P. M.

BEAVER LODGE —ALFORD LAKE

Season Membership, $35. for Men - $24. for Women

BOAT MARY A
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 12

Leave Vinalhaven
Arrive Rockland

125 MAIN ST.

AXXXXXXXXXXXVKOMOXXXXXXX^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^,

BOAT VINALHAVEN
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to October 1

7.00 A.
8.20 A.
12.45 P.
2.05 P.

70*lt

IFEMEY#S DINER

THOMASTON

>
70-R-tf
8
woo^xxx*mv«mmmngiNkxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvmwowhxxxww?

Rockland to Vinalhaven

Vinalhaven
Rockland
Vinalhaven
Rockland

CALL 369-J
FOR APPOINTMENTS

At

Play Golf!

9.30 A.
Arrive Vinalhaven 10.50 A.
3.30
P.
Leave Rockland
4 50 P.
Arrive t^inalhaven
Sunday Only, Starting June
Leave Rockland
8.45 A.
Arrive Vinalhaven 10.05 A
5.00 P.
Leave Rockland
Arrive Vinalhaven
6.20 P.

Grand Opening

Sharp, clear TV Images; atatlcfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasures
are yours when you rely on ns
for prompt, efficient service and
repairs.

VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT

Leave Rockland

JUNE 13 through JUNE 20

Treat Your Home To
Top Performance

PORT DISTRICT

Daily Except Sunday E.D.T.

WESTON WALL, 76, EARNS HONORARY
DIPLOMA FROM ROCKPORT HIGH

land, who didn't have an opportunity to voice an opinion,” he

JSSXKMaSMKX»««%XXX%XXX%\

HY-LO

Volume 109, Number 70

UNION NOW BEING FORMED

THOMAS LEADBETTER AND ROGER

tist touch.

SUNDAY 10.80 A. M.

ROCKLAND FISHERMEN MOVE TO

The Employees Association of
the Central Maine Power Com
pany gave a banquet Friday eve
ning at the Universalist vestry in
honor of Alton E. Foster of Thom
aston, an employee of the com
pany since 1909.
Foster was presented with a 45
year pin by Div. Manager Robert
Hudson and his career with the
company was reviewed by Russell
Richardson. Lucius E. Jones and
other employees entertained the
group with recollections of inci
dents in Foster’s service with the
Central Maine Power Company.
Foster started work for the
Rockland, Thomaston and Cam
den Street Railway on June 15,
1909. He first worked as a conductor, and later as a motorman.
In 1915, he went to work at the
car barn as dispatcher and stock
clerk. From 1919 to 1931 he
served as stock clerk in charge of
the supplies tor wiring. When the
company left the field in 1931, he
continued as stock clerk in the
appliance field, a position which
he still holds.
An enthusiastic sports fan and
fisherman, he was presented with
a fishing outfit by his associates,
complete to the inclusion of a

School was held at the Community
Building Thursday night. Dr. Ter
ris Moore, director, Department of
Industrial Co-operation, Univer
sity of Maine, was guest speaker.
Highlight of the evaning was the
presentation of Mary Perry Rich
Educational Club Scholarship to
Roger Grindle oy Mrs. Mary E. L.
Taylor and presentation of the
Rockland Teachers Association
Scholarship to Thomas Leadbetter
by Mrs. J. Dona’d Coughlin.
The students »n caps and gown
marched to the strains of “Flag
of Victory”. Paul Ross was mar
shal. Music was furnished by Mary
St. Peter and Barbara Marsh. Carol
Stratton played a piano solo,
Romance by Sibelius with an ar

$5 00 per year
$2 50 six months

EIGHT PAGES—5e COPT

HONORED ALTON FOSTER FRIDAY

Graduation

Wilbur Jacobs

New 2 Quart Pkg.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 12, 1954

FIREPROOF GARAGE

BENEFIT SWIMMING POOL FUND - DON'T LET THE KIDS DOWN
68*70-71 |

7O-lt
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Rev. Joseph B. Mills

TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS
Sub-Primary—Mrs. Haskell

Many beautiful flowers have
been brought to school the past
two weeks.
Special mention
should be made of Jean Korwich.
Jethro Pease, and Sue Dow, who
brought Jack-in-the-Pulpits, Lady’s
Slippers, and Trillium. Billy Kirk
brought a pretty bouquet also.
Claudia Rapose brought her
black bunny for us to see.
Visitors
recently have been
Mrs. Alma Dow, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Fogarty, Mrs. James
Pease, and Mrs. Donald Calder
wood.
Grade One—Miss Webster
On Friday afternoon Anne Stev
ens’ mother came to show us
some pictures.
Many of them
were of Anne and her two sisters,
Patricia and Lynn. We were very
happy to see them.
On the Friday before Dale Hus
sey’s brit'nday, his mother sur
prised us with ice cream, cake, '
and lollipops. Colby Flaherty en- ,
joyed it especially as it was his
birthday on that day.
Claudia Hastings. John Staples.
Ruby Allen, Janice Widdecomb. |
and Anne Stevens have brought
surprise treats recently.
Those celebrating summer birth
days are Linda Winchenbach,
Donald Barbour, Patsey Lom
bardo, Gerald Newhall. Margaret
Nolan, Cai oline Radcliffe, Francis
Goodrich, and John Staples.
It has been fun listening to the
“Uncle Wiggly” stories from
Stephen Miller’s book which he
had for his birthday.
Lynda Cummings. Erie Thurs
ton, Stanley Grover, Janice Wid
decomb,
Sandra
McPherson,
Richard Robinson. Linda Young,
and Lorraine Young took part in
our opening exercises on Friday
morning.
Lillian Andrews, Cynthia Steele,
Jessica Steele, Joy W’illimas.
John Woodman, Gary Young, and
Mark Steele have had charge of
our library table this week. In
stead of taking care of books, they
have cared for the farm animals,
circus animals, and all of th?
children who belong to “The Old
Woman Who Lived In a Shoe.”
Grant Watmough has recently
moved to South Hope.
The teacher has had many
pretty corsages lately. The first
one received was made by Donna
Haskell. Others have been made
by Pamela Kennedy, Caroline
Radcliffe. Ruby Allen, and Anne
Stevens.

seven points are Judith Proctor,
Linda Bisbee, Rhama Schofield.
Kenneth Anderson. Joseph Van
orse, Timothy Watts. Karl Low,
Eileen Korpinen. Ruth-Ann John
ston, Chester Conary, Ann Reichel, Sara Morse, Frank Colburn,
Frederick Peterson, Steven Graf.
Susan Johnson, Bruce Murgita
Carol Clark, Lance Gray, and
Joseph Pietroski.

Grade Two—Mrs. Rogers
Jane Lord. Robert Genevicz.
and Richard Mansfield have sur
prised their class with delicious
treats.
May and June birthday celebra
tions are those of Nancy Merrill,
Elinor Nye, Charles Nash. Robert
Nash. Stanley Levco, and Ray
mond Wooster.
July and August birthdays will
be celebrated by Charles Thurs
ton. Avis Hill, Roger Dow. Jr.,
Richard Mansfield, and Philip
Miller.
On Jane Lord's sister’s birth
day, our class shared in the lovely
refreshments of cake and punch.
Thanks to Jane's mother.
Recent helpers have been Avis
Hill, Raymond
Sikorski, Paul
Munro. Richard Mansfield, Roger
Dow, Charles Thurston, Rebecca
Kwapiszewski, and Percy Colson.
Yolanda Torok had the most 100
per cent arithmetic papers dis
played on the bulletin board for
the past month.
The spring arithmetic contest
shows Philip Miller to be leading,
Stanley Levco and Roger Dow,
Jr., are behind by only one point
each.
At our closing assembly on Fri
day, school safety patrol awards
of merit will be presented to:
Jeffrey Madore, William Wiggin.
Wayne Raymond, Robert French,
Roger Rowling. Richard Orcutt,
Roger Young, Richard Barnard,
Lincoln McRae, Timothy Flaher
ty, Steven Winchenbach. Paul
Spaulding, Howard Lowell, and
Jon Dean regulars, and to Dennis
Simmons, Andrew Withee, David
Mazzeo and Donald Johnson, sub
stitutes.
Grade Two—Mias

Fernald

A recent visitor to our room was
Curly, a green
field snake,
brought by Dale Harriman.
Miss Fernald was surprised
with a party on her birthday. She
received several cards and gifts.
Cake and punch was served by
Randy Cole and his mother.
Florence Boyington has come to
our room from Mars Hill.
Dolores Hall, Dale Harriman,
and Dale Bodman have brought
records for us to hear recently.

Grade One—Mrs. Kelley
Our first grade had movies
taken of a morning’s work by Ma
jor Barde and Madeline Philbrick.
Grade Three—Mrs. Hill
We are looking forward to seeing
The mothers of Donna Barter,
them this week.
Our June birthdays are being Paul Spaulding. Howard Lowell,
and Elaine
celebrated by Joseph Pietroski, Charlene Munsey,
Judith Proctor, Daniel Ames and Merchant gave a birthday party
te the people with May birthdays.
Timothy Watts.
Clarence Chase has not been Refreshments of birthday cake,
punch, and sandwiches were
absent from school this year.
We made a dart game for our served.
William Wiggin attended the
seven health points. Those with
Red Sox-Athletics game in Bos
ton.
The cast of our Flag Day play
let includes Leighton Ames. Ar
thur Bartlett, Diane Sewell, Mar
lene Harriman, Timothy Flaherty,
Shirley Walsh, David Mazzeo,
JOBBLR
Hear'ng o«l storage tank
Steven Winchenbach, and .Lincoln
corrosion & rust inhibitor
McRae.

USED CARS
WH.LYS, AERO EAGLE, R.&H., Demo.
WILLYS, AERO ACE, R.&H., Demo.
WILLYS 4 x 4 S. W., Like New
HENRY J., Like New
WILLYS, AERO ACE, 2 DOOR
WILLYS, 4 x 4, S. W.
FORD, 2 DOOR
PONTIAC, S. W.
WILLYS, 4 CYL. S. W.
CHEVROLET, 2 DOOR
PLYMOUTH, 4 DOOR

USED TRUCKS
1950
1950
1949
1948
1944
1947

GMC 2 TON DUMP TRUCK, 4 Yard Body
FORD, PICK-UP, 14 TON, Very Clean
FORD, % TON PICK-UP
CHEVROLET C & C
INT. 1 TON, C & C
FORD, Vt TON PICK-UP

JEEPS
1944

WHITS, JEEP, ORANGE

PARK STREET MOTORS Inc.
48 PARK STREET

TEL. 700

ROCKLAND, MAINE
70-lt

Jillson Enters

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Is Ordained In

Insurance Field

Three Times a Week
Editor John M. Richardson

Massachusetts

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882 The Free Press was established In 1856, and
in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions 85. per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6135.
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Joseph B. Mills, son of Albert D. I
Mills of this city, v.as ordained to '

the ministry June 8 at Baldwin- ’

ville,

Mass.,

Dr.

T.

Leonard j

Lewis, president of Gordon College .
of Boston delivered the Ordina- |
tion Sermon. Dr. Emmett Russell, I
a pastor-friend of Rev. Mr. Mills, '

the Ordination Prayer.
Mrs. Mills (Barbara Clark) sang !

offered

as a prayer response “I’d Rather

have Jesus”.

Th? clergymen of '

To See Great
Sports Film

■how a thrilling series of shots
while Hardesty was hooking, play
ing and Ending three varieties
of trout, brown, brook and rain
bow.
Then, for the salt water enthusi
asts. the champion engages In *
battle to the finish with balt-slamming sailfish off the coast of
Florida.
For the climax. Hardesty ex
hibits a dynamic display of land
ing hundred-pound tarpon on lightwater tackle in a colorful scene
shot in the Shark River jungle
country of Southwestern Florida.
Without a gaff and with bait-cast
ing tackle, Hardesty hooks, plays
and lands a beautiful silver king
that battles thc champion for
more than an hour.

taken ln Northern Michigan and

MRS. SMITH IS GOING TO WIN

This was announced today by R.
Waldo Tyler, secretary of the or
ganization who disclosed that a
16mm print of the film for the
special showing is being obtained
from the Detroit headquarters of
tire Fisher Body Division of Gen
eral Motors, the firm that pro
duced and is distributing the pic
ture.

Charles D. Jillson

Described as an important con
Charles D. Jillson, a Rockland tribution to fishing lore by con
and Glen Cove resident since 1939 servation authorities and others
has recently joined the Massa who have viewed it, "Fishin’ For
chusetts
Protective Association Fun” presents a comprehensive
exhibition in the art of fishing and
and The Paul Revere Life Insur
casting, encouraging participation
ance Company as a special rep in the sport and emphasizing the
resentative. Mr. Jillson is mar thrill every fisherman seeks, ac
ried to the former Carol Gardner cording to Mr. Tyler, who states
that the film is completely devoid
of Rockland and they have one
of advertising save for the credit
child, a daughter, Marcia Lee.
titles.
Prior to World War II, Mr. Jill
Hardesty, a plain and fancy fish
son was manager of the Rockland erman who truly labors for love,
Branch of the U. S. Employment is described by Ted Husing who
Service.
During the past five narrates the film as "a guy who
years he was associated with The drops 'em in a tea cup as far away
Superior Gas & Oil Company.
as you can see it.”
Mr. Jillson is a veteran of World
In "Fishin’ For Fun,” the
War II, a member of Winslow-Hol champion gives an exciting and
brook-Merritt Post, American Le dramatic display ol angling for
gion.
trout, bass, bonefish, sailfish and

NOT TALK ALONE, BUT ACTION!

Kev Joseph B. Mills

tarpon.

With all due respect to the detractors of Drew Pearson,
and their number is great, the famous columnist is much
more often right than wrong in his predictions of things
to come. We particularly agree with his forecast on the
Maine Primary contest for the United States Senate seat.
Mr. Pearson recently said—
“Joe McCarthy's political pal is now staging a wellpublicized campa gn in Maine to defeat the only elected
lady Senator, Margaret Chase Smith . . . Mrs. Smith is
going to win."

1

There is an organization in Rockland of which little is
heard, but which seryes not one but many useful and highly
realistic ends. It is the Nurses’ Guild, headed by Eliza
Steele, R.N., and open to all registered and practical nurses.
Not only does this bring a group of women with vital
and very essential training into an association whereby
they can serve the people better, but it is conducting a
most useful project at a time of critical need. The Nurses’
Guild is sponsoring a Rockland girl as a student nurse at
the Maine Medical Center in Portland. She has already
passed her examinations and been accepted in the Center’s
School of Nursing with the blessing and co-operation of
Knox County General Hospital.
A critical shortage of trained nurses exists over the na
tion and in this area it is fast approaching the acute stage.
Not only has the Nurses’ Guild adopted the encouraging
of girl graduates of high schools to enter the nursing field
as a first line project, but it has also taken this eminently
practical way of doing something to remedy the shortage.
The Nurses’ Guild has our wholehearted endorsement.

The trout sequences were

Fish 'n' Gamers

’’Fishin' For Fun," a new 2-reel
sound motion picture starring Ben
Hardesty, U. S. professional allaround bait and fly-casting cham
pion, will be shown to an audiewncc of some 250 members and
guests of the Knox County Fish 4
Game Association at the Beaver
Lodge, Alford Lake, Thursday
evening. June 17.

EDITORIAL

The film is a great display of the
art of angling that is truly one of
the greatest of American sports.

NEWBERRY'S

FOUNTAIN
SPECIAL
IRING

CIRCUS
SUNDAE

the Wachusett Baptist Association
participated in the service.

Mr. Mills is a graduate of Rock
land High School. During World
War II he spent three years in
the Army including one year in
Europe. He graduated from Gor
don College of Boston in 1950, re
ceiving the Bachelor of Arts de
gree in Theology. In 1953 he re
ceived the Bachelor of Divinity de
gree from Gordon Divinity School
of Beverly Farms, Mass.
For
a number of years he served as a
summer pastor for several rural
churches in Knox and Waldo
Counties. At present Rev. Mills
is the pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Baldwinville, Mass., of
which he has been the pastor for
two years.
His summer pastoiutes included, i
Lincolnville Beach. Saturday Cove
Cove Chapel in Northport, Pros
pect,
Ash Point, and
North
Nobleboro.
Mrs. Mills is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Clark of Limerock St.

Berndtson

Principal of
Vinalhaven High

It has been announced by school
officials that Charles Berndtson
has been named as principal of j
,,
,,
ii
i, School for »u„
Vinalhaven
High
the
coming year.
Mr. Bendtson will replace Guy
,
Johnston, Jr., present principal, ,
■
v
*
j
who has been granted a leave of
absence to do graduate study in
the field of business administration I
x __
i it
'
at Harvard University.
The new principal has been a
FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
Grade Three—Mrs, Boardman
teacher at the high school during
SHELL FURNACE OIL
Barbara Bellmore brought a
this past year, 4teaching cz.ior.no
science !
A. C. McLoon & Co. robin's egg which she found on and, mathematics. Before coming
the ground, and Jaynee Cummings
to the island high seheol Berndtson
MrLOON’S WHARF
TEL. 51
brought a live baby bird which
worked as a mathematician with
70472-Th-tf
could
not
fly.
While
wc
were
*0000000000000000000000.'
the Atomic Energy Commission.
He has studied at the University
of Bridgeport and at New York Uni
versity.

AND TRUCKS

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

examining the bird it found Its
wings, so we let it fly back to
its nest.
Joyce Groder brought the first
bouquet of spring flowers, a lovely
1 bunch of jonquils. Since then
Sharon Colpritt has brought tulips,
Barbara Bellmore and Lucille
O’Dell have brought lilacs and
John Cross brought a bouquet of
i yellow tulips.
Roger Rowling and Barbara
I Bellmore brought records for the I
record hour.
Leslie Fish brought his pup to
visit with us and John Cross1
brought his kitten, Smokey.
William Barker brought his boat,
the Dixie, for the class to see. He
also brought a book "Six Legged
Neighbors” which we have used
[ with our science lessons. Leslie
Fish brought "Let's Save Sail with
Sam and Sue” which we used on
our Social Studies program.
Richard Orcutt brought his
, junior projector and showed many
j interesting films.
Douglas Knowlton. John Cross
Richard Barnard, Dennis Sim
mons, Wayne Raymond, and Bar
bara Bellmore brought books for
j the story hour.
Those having May and June
birthdays were Joyce Groder,
Wayne Raymond. Dennis Sim
mons. William Barker, and Roger
Young.
The mothers of those
| children gave our room a lovely
party in honor of the birthdays.
Mrs. Groder and Mrs. French
, served at the party.

ROCKLAND CHURCH WELL REPRESENTED

1

I

It is always a pleasant thing to meet up with Knox
County friends and references to Knox County places when
such contacts are far from one’s mind.
We chanced to be glancing through the July-September
magazine of the Board of Education and Publication of the
American Baptist Convention, called "Adult Class" and
there on the first inside cover was a seagull decorated story
entitled "On Sailing Around Vinalhaven" from the pen of
Anna E. Wimmer, starting off with the lilting thought
“I never knew such loveliness
As I have seen today - - "
The poem Intrigued us with the source of such a choice
and our thoughts naturally gravitated to Rev. Benjamin
P. Browne, and sure enough, there on the Board roster
stood his name, at the top of course, and titled Executive
Director. We can well remember when Mr. Browne was
pastor of Rotkland's First Baptist Church.
All newspaper men are curious, by training and neces
sity, so we kept on perusing and there was the name of
Rockland’s Miss Marian Brawn, who went to school to
u» years ago. so we claim at least some credit for the
present position as "Editor of Children's Publications for
the Society." To make the Rockland story complete the
Editor of Adult Publications, Francis E. Whiting, was an
associate pastor at one time with the First Baptist Church.

Get These Prices Before You Buy
1954
1954
1954

Ro'
Other awards include 25 vear
Monarch service pins
to
p
" Virgie
’“fenStudl^ and Rev' Ernes( ° K™-

vice president; Dr. Russell N. Ab
bott. second vice president; Fred
E. Harden. Jr., third vice presi
dent, Joseph F. Coakley. Lion Tam
er; J. Owen Weeks, Tail Twister.
Elected club directors are Jasper
Hardy and Past Presidents William
Koster, Maurice Nute and Brad
ford Burgess.

The immediate past president
Maurice Nute is program chair
man and master ef ceremonies for
>on' Fiftccn 'ear Monarch
the affair. He has produced one
P*ns will go to Bradford Burgess
of New Englands best professional
and Robert Gregory and 10 year speakers and humorist, Fred E.
to Arth'*r J°rdan' »a"y “Davey” Crockett of Burlington
Johnson and Nathan Berliawsky.
Vt.
J
Sixteen members will receive H
perMr. Crockett is a Boy Scout Ex
feet attendance pins for the past
ecutive in the Mate of Vermont,
year.
Three members have been se and a direct descendent of Capt.
lected by a secret committee for Hanson Crockett Gregory, who is
special awards. Or.e will be named sa id to have invented the hole in the
the Lion of the year, and two others doughnut at Clam Cove, Maine in
1847.
will receive honorable mention.
“History of the hole in the dough
A new slate of officers to be in
stalled during the evening by Dis nut” will be the subject of Mr.
trict Governor Gerald S. Grant arc Crocketts lecture. He has given
as follows: Jasper D. Akers, this lecture before many colleges,
and
organizations
president; Clinton B. Gifford, first universities
throughout the Unit d States, and
over most of the major radio hook
ups.

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO,PLYMOUTH
15-81 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
s-s-tf

FORD CRESTLINE CONVERTIBLE COUPE, R&H&F.M.
FORD CUSTOMLINE 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
PONTIAC CATALINA CLUB SEDAN, R&H&Hyd.

1953 PLYMOUTH CRANBROOK 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H, (BLUE)
1953 DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE (V-8), R&H&Gyro.
2-1953 PACKARDS (2 AND 4 DOOR SEDANS), R&H&Ultramotic
1953 CHEVROLET HANDY MAN STATIONWAGON, H&D

ROCKLAND LIONS INSTALLATION AT
THORNDIKE HOTEL THIS EVENING
The Rockland l ions Club will ob
serve Charter Night with a Ban
quet in honor of thc outgoing King
Lion, William Koster at 7 p. m.
Saturday.
A 20 year perfect attendance pin
will he awarded to Wilbur Senter,
and a 15 year pin to Bradford

. . . SEE THESE CARS . . .

Governor Burton Cross conferred
the Rank or Honorary Admiral and
also appointed Mr. Crockett as
Maine's Ambassador of good will
in appreciation of the publicity
Maine has received through his
fascinating lecture.
A cordial invitation is extended
to all Lions and their ladies, Lady
Lions and guests.
Reservations
nuiy be made through PresidentElect Jasper Akers.

1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952

DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&Gyro.
PLYMOUTH CRANBROOK 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
FORD CUSTOMLINE VICTORIA CLUB COUPE, R&H&OD
CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE CLUB COUPE, B&H
CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 2 DOOR, R&H
CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 4 DOOX, R&H, (BROWN)
CHEVROLET BEL-AIRE SPORT COUPE, R&H&P.G.
CADILLAC '62' 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&Hyd., P. S.
PONTIAC CHIEFTAIN '8' 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
NASH SUPER STATESMAN 2 DOOR SEDAN, H&D

1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951

OLDSMOBILE '88' 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&Hyd.
BUICX SURER 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&Dyn.
CHEVROLET STYLELINE SPECIAL 2 DOOR, (GREEN)
CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 4 DOOR, R&H&P.G.
CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 2 DOOR, R&H
FORD VICTORIA CLUB COUPE, R&H
FORD STATIONWAGON 2 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&FM
FORD DELUXE 4 DOOR SEDAN, H&D, (2 TONE BLUE)
BUICK SPECIAL 2 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
STUDEBAKER COMMANDER 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
MERCURY 4 DOOR SEDAN, H&D&OD

1950
1950
1950
19S0
1950
1950

STUDEBAKER CHAMPION 2 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
WILLYS STATION WAGON 2 DOOR SEDAN, R&H&OD
PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
HUDSON COMMODORE '8' 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
FORD CUSTOM '8' CLUB COUPE, R&H
MERCURY 4 ODOR SEDAN, H&D

1949

BUICK SUPER 4 DOOR, R&H

1948
1948
1948

CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER QUB COUPE, R&H
PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H

1947
1947
1947

FORD 2 DOOR SEDAN, H&D
STUDEBAKER 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
CHEVROLET STYLEMASTER 2 DOOR SEDAN

1946
1946
1946

DODGE CUSTOM 4 DOOR SEDAN, R&H
PLYMOUTH 4 DOOR SEDAN, H&D
FORD SUPER DELUXE 2 DOOR SEDAN, H&D

TRUCKS

TRUCKS

1953 DODGE 214 TON DUMP
1951 DODGE 2 TON PLATFORM LWB
1950 DODGE
TON PICK UP

1950 FORD Vt TON PICK-UP
1950 CHEVROLET 2 TON DUMP
1941 DODGE 114 TON

Harold C. Ralph

HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
ftweneZ Finance Company. He believes that no
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
loan is to a person’s advantage, he provide* folks
here with needed cash promptly.
MIUS 8. $AWYER
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed men and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan is to your advantage, come to see
Hueno&s YES MANager today.
Leant $25 Se $2500 en Signature, Furniture er Au»e

JJ-m coamatfl rwar utn to mt nr

-VST

WMTlM FINANCE Ca

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.
2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
«m: 1133 • Mile* B. Sawyer, YES MANager
Small Iran Statute tkenw Mo. 35

i

DODGE and PLYMOUTH

Sales and Service
SICKNESS
INJURY

DEATH

Buy here ond
protect your in
vestment*
Undorwriire- by
Continonfal

Compcn«»

IV************"

ROUTE 1
WALDOBORO, MAINE

Open Seven Days a Week

7 A. M. to 8 P. M.
70-lt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Deshon Family Adopted By Squirrel

TALK OF THE TOWN

COMMUNITY CONCERTS DRIVE FOR
MEMBERS TO OPEN ON JUNE 21
The ninth annual membership
drive of the Knox County Commun
ity Converts association has been
set for the week of June 21. Al
mon B. Cooper, campaign chair
man of the drive is heading a long
list of workers. In past years
hundreds of music lovers have en
thusiastically enjoyed the concerts
of nationally famous musicians and
singers and it is hoped to add new
members for this coming season.
The current season will include
The Vienna Academy Chorus and
two other concerts.
Campaign
headquarters will be in Gifford's
Music Shop. Limc.-ock Street in
Rockland and The Village Shop in
Camden.
Campaign workers will solicit
renewal memberships during the
week of June 14 and new member

More than 50 X-ray technicians
I from the state of Maine met Wed[Soclal and community events nesday at the Bok Home for Nurses
are solicited for this calendar. All at the Knox County General Hospi-

Coming Events

are free and space here canaot be tal for the sum;ner meetl
of the
purchased.
Strictly
commercial ..
„ .
s
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can- Maine Society of X ray Techni-

The decision of cians. During the meetings, which
j were conducted by the newly elect- j
June 13-15—Maine Medical Asso- ed president, Eewi3 Flagg of Good- ,
elation Meeting at Samoset Ho- an Hospital in Sanford, the char- '
t«l
I
•
ter showing affiliation with the ,
June 15—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
American Society of X-Ray Techni
meets at Odd Fellows Hall.
June 16—Annual Meeting Maine cians was presented to the Maine |
Tuberculosis Association, Samo group.
set Hotel.
June 16—Tonian Circle picnic at (■ „
...
the St. Clair cottage. Crescent' Comm.ttee Chairmen and cochairmen
will be appointed at
Beach
June 16—Lady Knox DAR picnic the next business meeting of the
at Mrs. Clara Watts’ cottage, Business & Professional Women’s
Martin’s Point.
Club to be held at the Farnsworth
June 17—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets. Odd Fellows Hall, 7 p.m. Museum, June IS. Program kits
June 17—Emblem Club meets at will be given to the new Commit- ‘
Elks Home, 8 p. m. for business tee Chairmen.
Virginia Knight
and social meeting.
By-Laws Chairman, will present
June 20—Father’s Day.
June 20—Sacred Concert at St. the revisions to the existing by
laws for the club’s approval
Peter’s Church.
June 22—Rockland Rainbow’ Club State Convention reports will be
visitation at Wiwurna Chapter given by the convention delegates.
Waldoboro.
June 23—Albert H. Newbert As
The English Hawthorn tree on
sociation meeting at Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Watts’ cottage, the property of Arthur Rokes, 129
Martin’s Point.
Limerock Street is ablaze with
June
25—Guest officers’ night. blooms. It would be worth anyone's
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.
time to ride up Limerock Street
July 4—Independence Day.
July 6-Aug. 13 —Summer
Study and see this beautiful sight.
not be accepted.

the editor is final.]

Session,

University

,, ■

of

Maine, I

______

vudlen
supply keeps coming. He nibbles on a ehoeolate cracker in the
right picture, after having polished off a bite of candy and a few
choice nuts.
In the center, he perches on Diane's head, perhaps figuring
she had a tidbit or two hidden in her tresses. The next instant, he
took a leap and landed on the camera which had just snapped his
picture. An instant later he was somewhere else, moving fast in
the search of food.
In the photo at the left he found that food in a tiny nursing
hottie held by Diane. He sure loves his milk, and doesn’t care what
dairy produced it, just as long as there is plenty of it.

Squirrels are cute little creatures, hut are seen mostly at a
distance and then only in a mad dash from one vantage point to
another, or chattering madly at an imagined intrusion of what they
consider their private domain. However, the family of Mr. and
Mrs. Mellen Deshon on Camden Street has had ample chance to
get to know one first hand the past three weeks.
Charles Foote, Jr., and Dean Deshon captured one little charac
ter in the Samoset Hotel and Dean brought him home to his sister,
Diane, 12. Well, from then on, Mr. Squirrel, he has no name as
yet, took over the Deshon household.
Anything eatable is acceptable to the squirrel, as long as the

Join the religious awak
ening taking place in

Church in Friendship, Rev. Kath
leen Weed officiating. Interment
in the Norton Cemetery in Cush
ing.

Civil Defense air raid sirens in 1
Rockland received tests Friday
afternoon prior to their use in the
nationwide alert scheduled for
the first of the w’eek. The local
siren have been connected to a
central control located at the Rock
land Police Station.

Mrs. Charles G. Coughlin and (
daughter Elizabeth have returned
to their home in Charlston West,
Virginia after bein ’ guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and
family. They were accompanied
by Miss Anna E. Coughlin who will
visit in Charleston for several '
weeks.
—
( ARD OF THANKS
I would like to express my ap
preciation to the children of St.
George High School for the won
derful cards they sent me while I
,vas a patient in the hospital, also
Ocean View Grange, the Rebekahs,
and the many friends and neigh
bors who sent me cards and
flowers.
Irene Farmer,
Tenant’s Harbor.
70*lt

CARD OF THANKS
We desire to hereby express our
sincere gratitude and unreserved
appreciation to our neighbors and
friends for their kindly offices dur
ing our recent sad Gethsemane.
We extend special thanks to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Stilphen of the Rus
sell Funeral Home, Dr. O. R.
Lawry, Jr.. Dr. Wesley Wasgatt.
Ethel Campbell, Helen Perry,
Milo McLellan, Marguerite Perry.
Rev. Merle Conant and to all oth
ers who assisted in any way. In
the book ot golden memories we
will tenderly cherish the volumi- j
nous cards of sympathy and tele |
phone calls, the personal messages
of condolence, and the indescrib
able beauty of the floral tributes.
Herman R. Winehenbaugh and
family.
70‘lt
CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our grati
tude and appreciation for the kind
ness of relatives, friends and
neighbors during the long illness
of our mother. We wish, also, to
thank all those who sent the beau
tiful floral tributes at the time of
our recent bereavement.
Dr. and Mrs. Leroy C. Gross,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy D. McLaugh
lin, Mr. and Mrs. Keith G. Carver.
70-lt
Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette

John Black of Rockland High
School, winner of the State Junior
Chamber of Commerce Road-e-o,
was guest speaker at the Monday
evening meeting of the Kiwanis
Club. He told of his experiences at
the state competition held in Ban
gor. He was accompanied by
school driving instructor Edmund
Barnard who explained how the
driver training course in the school
is operated. Black will compete
against other s*ate champions
from across the nation at Washing
ton. D. C., on Aug. 10 for the title.

in your housc of

DhvisFuneraiHomes
n «Ncrsr
Ifcl »$1

Thomaston

Municipal Court
Lloyd Hodgkins of Jefferson paid
a fine of $10 in Municipal Court
Friday morning after pleading
guilty to a charge of drinking in
toxicating liquor in a pubic place.
Compaint was bv Thomaston police
ollicer Lawrence Odell.

Douglas Long and Norman Magargal of Orange, Calif., arc
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Long for a few days.
Mrs. H. G. Spring of East Pep
perell. Mass., was over-night guest
of her sister, Miss Leola Robinson
recently.
Mr and Mrs. Adrien Kinney of I
Lisbon Falls, have been spending
the past week with Mr. and Mrs.
Ardic Thomas.
Burton Ervin h's been in New’
York this week to attend a con
vention.
Miss Joyce Barnes has been
home ill the past week.
Word has been received from
Germany that Sylvanus Polky has
received the rank of Corporal.
Miss Patricia Hawkins is home

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
EIGHT-Piece
Duncan
Phyfe
dining room set for sale., also New'
Home drophead sewing machine,
bedroom set, cream pitchers,
china and other articles. ROSCOE
HINKLEY,
Waldoboro.
Tel.
TE2-557B
16 CU. Ft. Deep Freeze for sale,
used one season. Price reason
able. See ART ANDERSON, 55
Beechwood St., Thomaston.

Bids will be received at the office of the City Manager of
the City of Rockland until II A. M., June 18, 1954, when they
will be publicly opened, for furnishing and installing oil burn
ing equipment in the McLain School.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES IN AMERICA.

rockport

J w choosing a family monu|mcnt, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock

of

BURPEE
Funeral Home
’ Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
KOCKLAND, MAINE
12-tf
^ESSESS9ESSE»E»E»E9BSK3EKS»B:’

Better Built Memorials are skill) fully created to fulfil! your
understandable desire for a suit
able personallz<Hl monument.
Beauty in design and the use of
only the finest select Barre
Granite make our memorials
BETTER. Your inquiries will be
i coiurteously answered at no ob
ligation to you.

Rockland Marble

RUSSELL

Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL 2151

Knox-Llncoln-Waldo CennUca
e-a-tf
/TOY

LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
BEKVICE

LLOYD K. ALLEN,
( ity Purchasing Agent.
70-lt

JUNE

GOOD/YEAR

TIRE SALE!
Don’t miss this! We’ll allow you

Oj

list price for your old tires on

good/year
DELUXE
“World's First Choice”
These arc not just ordinary tires!
They’re Goodyear Deluxe Tires — the
same first-choice, first-quality tires that
ear makers put on more new cars than
any other kind. They're the tires that
more motorists prefer. Act now and
Don’t miss these BIG allowances for
vour present tires turned in on Deluxe
or Deluxe Super-Cushions by Goodyear.

6.00 x 16

$20.60

$15.45*

6.40 x 15

21.55

16.15*

6.70 x 15

22.60

16.95*

7.10 x 15

25.05

,8.75*

6.50 x 16

25.40

19.05*

7.60 x 15

27.40

20.55*

8.00 x 15

30.10

22.55*

8.20 x 15

31.40

23.55*

Sale

ends

July

3rd

EXTRA LOW PRICE VALUE! SEE THIS LOW COST TIRE NOW!
MARATHON

Aptitude tests will be given applicants in order to
determine their potential for this type of work.

Super-Cushion

GOODYEAR

by

PATHFINDER

by

GOObAeA*

■■■ $e^oct i

• it's brand new!
regular $14.95 before trade-in

SALE
PRICED

All replies held strictly confidential.

• not a second!

<1095

*I U’

’STS’.’!?

• not a retread!

li» Ml, IA

6.00 x 16 MARATHON
re«ular $14.45

r‘"

•**

6.70 m IS SIZE

EVEN BIGGER DOLLAR SAVINGS ON WHITE SIDEWALLS during this

PORTLAND. MAINE

465 CONGRESS STREET

$1249

before trade-in

lAWRENCE W. SAWYER, GeiKnl Agent

70‘S‘82

1S%.«
allowance
SALE PRICE!

Rog. Price
before trade-in

*plus tax and your recappabli lira

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

TEL. 600

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN

Applications will be accepted from men with High
School education or better, between the ages of 23 ond
40. Training in Estate Analysis, Business Life Insurance,
Insurance for Tax Purposes, etc, will be provided by the
Company ond by a trained Supervisor. Guaranteed be
ginning income will be provided.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL

and Granite Works
20 LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND

The City reserves Ihe right to reject any or all bids.

Mrs. Andrea Thorb.iornson’s In
termediate Grades visited Mont
pelier, Wednesday.

TIRE

WITH ONE OF THE LARGEST ANO OLDEST

MEMORIALS

$

Specifications may be obtained from said office of the
City Manager.

vacation from
Providence-Barrington Bible In
stitute, Providence, R. I.

68*70

OPPORTUNITY

BUILT

CcsEsssssasaasncnaaaKSSjassn

89-S-tf

ST. GEORGE

CAREER LIFE INSURANCE

BETTER

ss® mmu * pauai mi
It. 6'0 ' rtL 28*s
bockCknd

TELEVISION

SEE YOUR SIZE ALLOWANCE HERE

worship.

>

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

JUNE 9, 1954.

for the summer

this and other lands.
Join your neighbors

drive are: Mrs. Lyford B. Ames,
Mrs Gilmore Soule, Mrs. Charles
Gifford, Mrs. Fred A. Snow, Miss
Marian Ginn, all of Rockland.
Also, Mrs. Forest Stone and Mrs.
Bess Gowdy of Thomaston, Worth
Kaufmann of 8jutb Thomaston and
Robert Laite will head the com
mittee of Camden workers.

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

:

_

Heading the Committee assisting
Mr. Cooper in the membership

EID NOTICE

Three
Knox-Lincoln Twilight
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes- .
u j , j ,
Thomaston High School W’as
tival, Belfast.
League game are scheduled for
July 17—Shakespeare Society pic- tomorrow afternoon when the Wal- eliminated from 4 he Maine Class
nic at the Ladd cottage, Lake ' doboro Townies meet the Camden M baseball tourney Thursday by
Megunticook
Merchants at Camden, the St. a heavy hitting South Paris club.
SJ!.
In a game plaved under the lights
aston.
and the Warren Tigers meet the at Capital Park in Augusta, the
July 23—St. Thomas Episcopal Rockland Rockets at the Rockland Division Four winners collected
Church Bazaar at Camden Yacht ' field. The latter game was orig- 14 hits off Dennis Sawyer, to win
Club
inally scheduled for the Warren 14 - 2. Martin, the winning pitcher
Ajigust 6, 7, 8—Maine Lobster and
Seafoods Festival at Rockland. diamond but was moved to Rock held the Thomaston club to three
Aug. 17 — Garden Club Flower land as the Warren field is not hits and struck out an even dozen.
Show at the Box Nurses’ Home. quite ready for play.
The Thursday night win places
Aug. 24-28—Union Fair.
South Paris against York in the
Oct. 15-17 — State Convention of
BORN
sectional finals.
Gideons International at Rock
Everett — At Ingraham's Hill.
land.
June 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D.
Everett, a son—Peter Wayne.
Manley Hart, son of Mr.and Mrs.
Kennard—-At Gould’s Maternity |
Because the baseball field is not
Herman Hart of Willow Street is
completed the Rockland at War Home, South Hope, June 8, to Mr. employed as sailor aboard the new
ren game in the Kr.ox Lincolji Twi and Mrs. Ralph Kennard of Wash 110 foot sailing yacht Argosy out
ington, a son—Terence Dean.
light League will be played Sunday
of Oyster Bay, N. Y. The craft wall
afternoon at the Schofield-White
MARRIED
attend the Harvard-Yale races and
Tracy-Bitgood — At
Rockland.
Park in Rockland
will serve as a safety boat in the
June 4. Merle Tracy of Sullivan
A student at
and Mrs. Ella Bitgood of Tenant’s Bermuda races.
Funeral Mass for the late George Harbor—by Rev. J. Charles Mac Boston University. Hart has been
Ryan will be held Monday morn Donald.
yachting summers for several
ing at 9 o’clock at St. Bernard’s
years past.
DIED
Catholic Church. Rosary was said
Armstrong—At Swanville, June
last night and will be said Sat
10, James Robert Armstrong,
The Town of Palermo will ob
urday and Sunday night at 7, at father of Dr. J. Sherwood Arm- j
Russell Funerai Home. Friends strong of Camden, age 70 years. serve its sesqui-centennial on June
may call at th<^ funeral home at Funeral services Saturday, 9 a. m. j 26 and an invitation is extended to
from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral all former residents of the Waldo
any time.
Home, Rev. Melvin Dorr officiat County community to attend the
ing. Interment services at Puri events which will be held in the
President Herbert A. Hawes and tan Lawn Memorial Park at West j
his officers and trustees have set Peabody, Mass., Saturday, 3.30 village of Branch Mills. Represen
tative Charles Nelson of the Second
the dates of Aug 24 to 28 inclusive a. m.
Nickerson — At Lincolnville. I Maine Congressional District will
for the 1954 showing of the North
June 10, Herman Nickerson, age I deliver the principal address, fol
Knox County annual event. Five
84 years. Funeral services Sun- ' lowing the parade at 10 a. m. First
days of harness racing is scheduled. day. 2 p. m. from Gilbert C. Lait? 1
Selectmen Donald Brown will serve
Funeral Home. Masonic commit- 1
as master of ceremtonies. The
tai
services
at
Maplewood
Ceme'
The opening of “Ifemey’s Diner"
on the New County Road Route 1, tery, Lincolnville, Rev. E. Roy community was first settled by
New Hampshire people in 1778 with
on Monday will give Thomaston Burchell officiating.
Ryan—At Rockland. June 10, Stephen Belden being credited
some of the finest eating in this George F. Ryan, age 69 years Rc- j
with having first arrived in the
vicinity. Counter and booth ser quiem Mass Monday. 9 a. m. at
Bernard’s
Church,
Rev. , section. The town was first known
vice will be available, with all St.
home cooked food, fresh, home- I George Goudreau officiating. Ro- j as Great Pond, it being near Sheepmade bread, pies for which Mrs. sary will be recited Friday, Sat scot Great Pond. By 1793, there
urday and Sunday evenings at 7
Ifemey is famous, and snacks for p. m. at Russell Funeral Home. were 26 families in town and in
late evening lunches in year round Interment in St. James Cemetery, 1804. at the time of its incorpora
tion, a total of 100 families.
Thomaston.
service.
Clark—At Rockland. June. 9,
No problem of where to eat Devanard E. Clark of 10 Blake
That Generations
next Monday and every Monday Lane, age 53 years. Funeral serv
ices Saturday. 2 p. m. from Rus
now. Due to the fact that a ma sell Funeral Home, Capt. Herbert
to Come may
jority of summer eating places Thatcher officiating. Interment in
Remember
close Mondays, Nadeau’s Inn on Head Tide, Belfast.
Route 1 Waldoboro, is now open j Thompson—At Friendship, June
every Munday and closed on 9, Byron E. Thompson, age 63
1 years. Funeral Saturday (today)
Tuesdays.
69*71
at 2 p. m. from the Methodist

,

ships will be obtained the week of
June 21.

SALEI — $1.00 down per tire — Pay as little as $1.25 a weekl

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 71 YEARS

PHONE 701

PHONE THOMASTON 175
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

• CLAREMONT STREET
EOCKLAND, MAINE

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
34-S-tf

©

CALL

1371 -far Hoot Packed

RANCE

AND

FUEL

1

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.

ROCKLAND,
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LOST AND FOUND
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•nee (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU “blind ads” so called, L a, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without tbe cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Word*—Five to a
Una.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GARDEN Tractor with harrow
A TERRAPLANE Coupe for
sale.
MISS SADIE S. MANK, i and plow for sale. Also 9 ft.
Philco Refrigerator. Would acWest Waldoboro, Me., Rt. 4.
69-71 l cept smaller one in trade. VIC
HARDY Chrysanthemums in all TOR HILLS, 8 Lawrence St,
70-72
colors, for sale, also Cannas. Afri Thomaston.
can Violets, pink, white and blue,
BOLEN'S Huski Farm Tractor
Star of Bethlehem, blue and white. for sale, 3 horsepower, BriggsDEAN'S NURSERY, 325 Old Coun Stratton Motor.
Less than 15
ty Rd. Tel. 948.
69tf hours use. Tires and chains. Also
BARGAINS in Outboard Motors G. E. Refrigerator, 10 cu. ft, in
and Boats. See our stock of boats i excellent condition
Air Condi
before you buy. W. D. HEALD, tioner, window model, % horse"Next The Village Green,” Cam I power.
Practically brand new
den, Me.
69-74 1 TEL. 1641.
70-72
YOUNGSTOWN Cabinet Sink for
WATCH for sale, 21 Jewel Ham
sale. Double drainboards. 54 in. ilton railroad. 1 year old. Guaran
long, with fittings.
Never unteed to pass railroad inspection.
crated.
TEL. 1068.
69-71
Cost $90, will sell for $60
CALORIC Gas Stove for sale, 4 Write S,
care The Courierburner, like now, lawn vase, Gazette.
70*72
ward-robe, trunk, wool face rug,
SHERATON Dining Table and
7 foot sq... glassware, many other
articles; 87 N. MAIN ST., 2d floor 5 chairs for sale, $22, also White
bell, 2 to 5 p. m.___________ 69*71 Enamel Sink, $10; Hot Water Ra
LOBSTERS for sale, two for $1. diator. $8; Maple Chiffonier. $16;
SIM'S LOBSTER POUND, Spruce Chair, $2.50; Badminton Set, $4;
Head, Maine.
j
69tf Curtain Stretchers, $3.50 and 2
ADJUSTABLE
Hospital
Bed burner Gas Plate, $5.50. Contact
with mattress for sale, oak finish MRS. P. A. LAYTON, Belfast Rd.
TEL. 168-R after 6.30 p. m. 68*70 Camden. Tel. Camden 8304.
70*72
SLABWOOD
for
sale,
long
USED Farm Tractors for sale:
2- cord load, $10; also sawed stove
lengths, delivered by foot or cord. ■ John Deere 50 (2-way plows), John
TEL. 1318.
68-70 t Deere LA (plow and cultivators)
DINING Room Table and 6 up Farmall A (plow, cultivators,
holstered chairs for sale, also mower), Allis-Chalmers B (2-way
full-sized elec, stove, in good con plows) $650, John Deere B, $550
dition. Tel. Camden 3130, MOR Ferguson (plow and loader), Mas
sey-Harris (2-way plow and culti
GAN ELMER, Belfast Rd.
68-70 vator), Oliver 70 (2-way plow and
1963 AMERICAN Trailer, 29 cultivator) $995, Farmall M (2-way
feet long, for sale, never used. In plow and loader) John Deere L
quire
CARLTON’S GROCERY (plow and cultivator). Also plows,
harrows, balers, elevators, hay
STORE, 38 Main St., Camden.
68-76 loaders, side delivery rakes. Com
GAS Stove and Atlantic Kitchen plete Farm Equipment. W. S.
Heater with oil burner for sale, PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville.
7O-S-73
both in excellent cond.
TEL.
Thom. 355-12.
68-70
NEW John Deere Balers, and
OLD Style G.E. Refg. for sale, Used New Holland Balers for sale;
$30, also Boy’s Bike, $35. D. T. | Tractor and Equipment $995;
FOLTA. 32 School St.
_ 68*70 Oliver 70 (good tires, plows ar.d
TOMATOES,
Petunia,
Snap cultivator); large selection Trac
dragons, Asters and other flower tor Tires. W. S. PILLSBURY &
plants.
Field grown Cabbage, SON, Waterville. Tel. 613.
70-S-73
Broccoli, Califlower and Brussell
Sprouts, for sale, $1.00 per hun
BREAKFAST
Set
for
sale,
used
dred. STILES FARM, Rockport,
Rt. 1.
68-70 only few weeks, original cost, $99,
price $69. Settee breakfast set,
OLD-fashioned Painted Cham like new, $15. HERMAN R. WIN
ber Set for sale; also portable Oil CHENBAUGH. Tel. 1416.
70-71
Heater, small Mirror, old-fash
FIVE-Piece
Chrome
Dinette
ioned Bed Spread, Patchwork
Comforters.
Call MISS COPE Set, $35, for sale, also twin cotton
mattress and box spring, $10.
LAND, Tenant’s Harbor, 55-4.
___________________________________ 68-70 Brass fireplace set, $15. Call at
31 OCEAN ST., after 5 p. m.
12'x29’ Dusty rose, floral design
69-71
Rug. and rug cushion for sale,
TRUCK Body for sale, 13 ft.
very good cond., priced reason
able. TEL. 288 9 to 5 or 1424 after rack. New timbers and galv. re
5 p. m.
70-72 movable top. $125. LEE WOT
69-71
SAVE ON FOOD. Serve one of j TON. West Meadow Rd.
our tender, plump, meaty turkeys,
oven ready sizes from 5 to 8
EGGS & CHICKS
pounds, 59c per pound. Special
price for six or more for your
STARTED Pullets for sale, sex
freezer, 55c lb. Visitors always link, several lots.
Some old
welcome.
Bring your children enough to do without heat. Also
over to see the baby turkeys. 100 Warren’s Red Pullets, hatched
HILLCREST TURKEY FARM, April 1. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
Route 1, Warren. Tel. CRestwood boro, Me. Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
3- 2358.
67tf ____________ __________________ 69tf
REBUILT Bicycles for sale,
BABY GEESE FOB SALE
one-half new price.
RAYE’S
White Emden Goslings, $1.25
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St.
each at the Farm. Call before 9
__________________________
65-70 a, m. or after 5 p. m. GREEN
A.K.C. REG. Cocker Spantei LAW FARM, Lincolnville AvePups for sale. REED’S COCKER Belfast, Maine.
53*76
KENNELS, Camden. Tel. 3093.
60-71

ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COM
MERCE OFFICE will be open on
Wednesdays during August for in’ form, and enrollment.
70-104

NATURAL SLATE

FLAGSTONES

NOTICE

25c sq. ft.
W. H. Glover Co.
BOCKLAND, MAINE

70-lt

12x16 BUILDING, suitable for
camp, shop or garage for sale. A.
DUBY, opposite Ocean Ave., In
graham Hill.
61-74
STOP,

LOOK, ECONOMY

All Aluminum Combination Win
dows with screens up to 30”x60”
opening for only $22. Complete
and Installed. Easy terms.
HOWARD KENNISTON,
Tel. 441-J.
Rockland.
___ ________________________________ Sltf

ANTIQUES
LOUIS

bought

and

sold.

SR.

Tel.
50tf

PARREAULT,

MISCELLANEOUS

New location of Upton’s Thrift
I Shop is now 39 UNION ST., Cam
den. Bus stops at our door.
70-72
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

Send five questions, $1,00. stamped
envelope. REV RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
Maas. Full page reading enclosed.
Prompt reply.________________153-S-tf

LEWIS L TABBUTT

Public Accountant
Bookkeeping Services
Of All Kinds
Tel. Thomaston 59-12 or 215
Leave a Message—I WiU

Warren 38-21.
LARGE Lots at the seashore for
sale, $500 to $700. Write to R.C.,
e/o The Courier-Gazette.
50tf

Contact Yon

NEW Linoleum 9x12, $5.50 a roll
(or sale; also used Furniture, buy
er and seller, open 7 days a week.
FRANK SHOP, Damariscotta.
42tf

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS

ESTEY Player Piano (or sale,
and elec. Range. JOHNSON. Ill
Pleasant St.
35tf
FIPS FOB SALK
Hlacfc
and
galvanized.
All
aiaea,
low
prloee.
BIOKNELL
MFO. OO., Lime SL
23t(
ParTakeeti. MI tot

tf
parrakeet
foods
and
mineral
health grit. ORAOTS GARDENS,
Mn. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
St, Thomaeton. Tai PM.
Tftf
BABY

AB Colon and Styled
Fkwa tnrtaHatlon and eetimatee
MB, UNITED BOMB SUPPLY

Tsl

co, m

Mam st, cmf.

mt

64*8*73

Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt

C. E. FENDERSON
TEL. 1314 ROCKLAND or
6-2061 OLD ORCHARD BEACH

68*70
ROOFING and Siding applied
by certified Johns-Manville Home
Improvement Contractors. KEN
NEBEC ROOFING AND SIDING
CO. Tel. 163-M.
69tf

REAL ESTATE

WEST ROCKPORT

25-ACRE Farm for sale, 9 mile*
from Rockland, 7 room house, fur
nished. elec., hot and cold water
oil furnace, garage and stable, 10
acres blueberries. 12-acre lumber
lot. Right of way to beach. Modern
home, 2 miles from Rockland. 2
acres land, stable and garage.
STROUT REALTY, John Quincy
NOTICE OF LOST SHARE
Adams. Associate. Phone 6-3591,
ACCOUNT BOOK
70-lt
This association has been noti Liberty, Maine.
fied by the owner that passbook
Port Clyde, 7-rm. House, com
containing share account No. 738 pletely furn. for sale, town water,
has been lost and has requested well, lav., stone fireplace, on state
that a duplicate book be Issued.
road overlooking ocean. For de
ROCKIAND LOAN AND BUILD tails, contact W. P. MITCHELL.
ING ASSOCIATION, M. E. Mont Box 712. Rockland.
70-1’
gomery. Secy.
67-S-73
CHICKEN Farm for sale; 6-rm.
house in perfect cond., modern
WANTED
bath, new hot water heat, cil
fired. Barn equipped for 4000
WANTED for summer, High broilers or 1200 laying hens. Paved
School Girl as baby sitter, after road, near Thomaston. SECUR
noons and some evenings. TEL ITY REAL ESTATE CO.. Dorothy
233 or call at 81 Union St. Apt. 1. Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897.
70-72
70-lt
FIVE to eight rooms needed to
SMALL House at Pleasant Gar
rent in nice location, modern con dens for sale. Inquire at 8 BEL
veniences.
Camden, Rockport, VIDERE ST., between 9 a. tn. and
Thomaston. Owl’s Head or within
4 p. m.
70-72
driving distance of Rockland.
Owner will sacrifice this excep
Write JOSEPH V. FORTI, 89 Max
tionally well-built home of 6 love
well St., Dorchester, Mass.
70-lt ly arranged rooms, offering com
fortable living.
Pleasant living
SALESMAN WANTED
room, connecting dining room, kit
To represent largest Aluminum chen (with utility room) lovely
Window Manufacturer in New hallway. Master bedroom, 2 regu
England; factory located in Port lar size bedrooms and full bath
land.
This man must have a upstairs. Nice lot of land. Ac
proven sales record, have a car, cessible to churches, schools and
and have the ambition to earn shopping. An exceptional oppor
$10,000 per year. An interview tunity to own this fine home being
will be arranged by contacting sold as owner ls moving from
Mr. Halle at Trim-A-Seal of Maine. Rockland. Property qualifies for
HASCO MFG. CO., R.F.D., West F H.A. or GI financing.
Shown
brook, Me.
70-72 by appointment only.
DON HENRY,
POSITION desired, in Rockland
Real Estate and Insurance
or vicinity by public relations
Rockland
man. Has had experience as a 99 Park St,,
commercial traveler, also in buy _____________________
70-lt
ing and selling of groceries and
Cottages
provisions. Write S. c/o The Cou
For Rent: On beautiful Alford
rier-Gazette.
70*72 Lake, furnished with double bunk
CARPENTER
Work
wanted. bed, dishes, electric ref., gas
Painting and shingling houses. stove for cooking and all neces
sary equipment.
Screened in
Any small jobs. TEL. 657-W.
69tf porch with bed; $35 per week.
For rent: Seven Tree Pond, fully
GOOD Homes wanted for ador
furnished Cottage with
boat.
able kittens. TEL. 978.
69-71
Flush and lavatory, gas range,
BAKER’S Helper wanted, $25 to running water and electric ref.
start, if satisfactory an increase. Large enough to accommodate
Apply at PLEASANT ST. BAK family, $50 per week. Good flshERY.________________________ 69-71 inging and bathing.
BOY, 17, wants job on poultry
For Sale: Three-room Cottage
farm. TEL. 1637-W2.
69-71 with large sleeping chamber. Fur
SOMEONE looking for good nished. electric refrigerator and
home with good references, own combination wood and electric
Out-building,
Norton’s
quarters, and bath. Summer at stove.
lake. 3 school aged girls. Per Pond.
For Sale, Hobbs Pond: Fourmanent position.
MRS. WM.
SIMPSON, 71 Falkland St., Brigh room Cottage, completely furn
ton, Mass.
69*71 ished, with new gas range, elec
SALES Clerks wanted. Apply tric pump to lake. Large brick
In Person, Friday and Saturday fireplace and screened porch.
at GREEN’S SHOE STORE. 376 Only four years old, $3800.
For sale, Crescent Beach: We
Main St., city.
69-70
MALE Shepherd Collie Pup have two very well built cottages
wanted. Five to six weeks old. right on the water, each with ar
ANDREW JUURA, R.F.D., Box tesian well and completely furn
116, Warren.
Tel. CRestwood ished. Each has garage and large
3-2799,_____________________ 69-71 lots of land. Both in excellent
condition. Cottages of this type
have been moving fast this year.
- WANTED Better look them over.
Girl for general office work wanted
Cape Cod Retirement Homes
Experience not necessary, willing
We have several Cape Cod style
ness to work important. Call at houses that are all in first class
condition. These are priced right
PERSONNEL OFFICE
and have every modern conveni
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
_____________________________ 70-72 ence from hot water heat to most
anything else that one could pos
TEACHERS wanted, 2rd and
8th grade. $2700, Bachelor’s, $2900, sibly want. All of them have good
Master’s, to start, two $200 incre acreage and beautiful views. Some
ments and $100 increments there water views and some ivith views
after to $4200 plus. Apply, SUPT. of the mountains.
Motel Sites
OF SCHOOLS, Barre, Mass.
There are not many locations on
_______________________
68-70
Route 1 that are available for
USHERS wanted, must be 16
Motel sites.
Especially near
yrs., neat and courteous, to work
where all the great movies will be enough to the city to have sewer
playing this summer. Apply In age and city water. This is not
Person to MANAGER, Strand a seasonal proposition but a year
Theatre.
68-70 round opportunity. It would be
possible to operate a sporting
WAREHOUSE FOREMAN wantgoods business along with the mo
ed, with ability to do light office
work, handle material and equip tel. There are many, many, many
ment, and drive company trucks, dollars waiting for right people at
also take charge of four or five this location. Why not let this
employees. Year around job, good person be you!
Commercial Locations
salary, and chance for advance
We have lots for sale on Route
ment. Write W. H. SHURTLEFF
CO., P.O. Box 714, Rockland, stat 1 on both sides of the new Samp
ing qualififleations, or leave your son Market location on Park
name and Tel. number at the street. This offers an opportunity
Thorndike Hotel and company rep for your to get the jump on the
other fellow with plenty of front
resentative will contact you.
_________
67-70 door parking. Take a look at it
APPLICATIONS being taken for and see how you could effectively
Salesladies. Apply In Person to display your merchandise and be
the J. J. NEWBERRY CO., Rock way out in front of your competi
land^____________
64tf tor. The trend is for front door
IF you want the bert suto oody parking and will be more so as
and fender work, come to ROWL- the years roll by. Hitch your fu
Rockland is
mO’8 OARAOI, TH Main Street, ture to progress.
Rockland.
47tf moving ahead.
Residential
DON’T discard your old or
Right now we can offer you al
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
most anything that you want from
NEWMAN for restoring and refinishing; 41 Masonic St.
Tel. a furnished house to well re-mod
1106- M
ttf eled ones in and on the outskirts
of the city. Come on in and let us
show you what we have.
LADY’S Billfold lost, red plastic
plaid, lost between Woolworths
and Coffins, Thursday noon. Find
er please return to or write MRS
ROBERT PEASE, Hope.
(Re
ward if valuable papers and
pictures are contained in billfold).
70-lt

REAL ESTATE

FIVE-Room Cape Cod House
for sale. Stable, snack bar, mod
ern. black main road. 16 acres.
Attractively priced.
B. McELROY, Tel. Vinalhaven 61-21.
67- 76
Camden, Hosmer Pond: 3-acre
Orchard for sale, pond front, good
location for camp, cabins, etc.,
Price $700, make offer. Owner
leaving State. TEL. Camden 3103.
P.O. Box 346, Rockport.
70*71
BACK for the season. Listings
wanted. I specialize In F.H.A.
and G.I. loans. My service covers
all details.
Mortgage money
available. If you want to be sure
of your property, either buying or
selling, contact me. SCOTT KIT
TREDGE, South Thomaston, Me.
Phone Rockland 1692-W.
69-71
SMALL Farm for sale, 4 acres,
In Warren village. 3 minutes walk
to shopping center, town water,
gas hot water heater, full bath,
eight rooms, excellent place for
raising poultry.
This is your
chance as owner is going Into
business elsewhere. Price right.
Call Warren, CRestwood 3-3612.
68- 70

Veterans

We invite you to come and talk
with us about a G.I. Loan. You
should take advantage of your
rights under the G.I. Bill before it
is too late. You are always wel
come at this office and we will
advise you to the best of our abil
ity. Being a veteran myself I
understand your problems. Come
on in.
JAMES S. COUSENS,
Licensed Real Estate Broker.
170 Maverick St.
Tel. 1538

CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
Keol Estate Broker
TELEPHONE 1647
(S SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND
Listings Wanted Anywhere la
Knox County
7-tf

JAMES S. COUSENS

Cottages, Lets and Dwelling!
WO MAVERICK IT.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TEL. 1538

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike,
son Linwood and Mrs. Barbara
Spear were Bangor shoppers Sat
urday.
Mrs. Phil Davis was in Port
land for a few days last week.
Mrs. Oliver Counce and son,
Alan accompanied by Mrs. Alice
Reynolds of Camden visited Mr.

REAL ESTATE
North End: Here is a home for
nice quiet living yet with plenty
of room and yard space for all
family activities. The extra large
lot is well graded and shrubs
add greatly to the setting. A sepa
rate work shop which is easily
convertible to a garage keeps the
noise and dust out of the house.
The entire interior has been re
decorated and re-finished and is
really beautiful. The kitchen has
been modernized, is of good size
to work in and there is plenty of
natural light and the floor is in
laid. A small room in hack of
the kitchen will make a nice
downstairs nursery or sewing
room and the sunporch, a spot for
the children to play. A real nice
dining room and a good living
room complete the first floor.
Upstairs there are three nice bed
rooms and a bath with plenty of
closet space. The cellar is roomy
and dry. The heating system, oil
fired hot water with a gas auto
matic hot water heater. A bar
gain at $8000.
Belvidere street: Here is an
opportunity to own a house in fair
condition that you can work on
yourself. Five rooms and a sepa
rate garage located on a 400x100
lot at only $3600.
Clarendon Street: A nice seven
room house with all utilities, has a
separate garage on a nice large
lot. Both the interior and ex
terior are very good. Oil fired
warm air heat. A bood buy at
$8500.
Warren: Five rooms and lav.
down, two nice bedrooms and a
bath up, oil fired warm air heat,
all copper plumbing, electric hot
water heater, and a nice cellar,
located in the village. Well decoratd and properly maintained. A
good opportunity at $7500.
Many other houses from $1200
up; businesses $3500 and up.
farms, cottages, business blocks,
and tourist homes.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II,
Real Estate Broker,
88 Summer Street,
Phone, Rockland 1647
69-71

COTTAGES
FURNISHED Cottages to let, at
Pleasant Beach. South Thomas
ton. MRS. L. S. MILLS.
70tf
COTTAGE on Lucia Beach road
for sale; fully furn., flush, elec,
stove and refrig. Good repair.
E, M. CLARK. Thomaston. Call
239 after 5 p. m.
70-72

MOD. furn. 4-room and flush
shore cottage to let; two bed
rooms, screened porch, gas range,
wood heat, refrig., shower, boat,
sand beach. FRED BATTY. So.
Thomaston. Tel. 647-W4.
70*72
SMALL Cottage on Hathorne's
Pond. Cushing for sale. TEL.
Thom. 201-5.
70*72

COTTAGE,
Crescent
Beach,
Owl’s Head, to let, 4 bedrooms,
double living room, fireplace,
large kitchen, porches, electrical
ly equipped, bath, running water.
Fully furnished.
MRS. ROSE
O’NEIL RYAN. Call after 5 p. m.
1114-R, 469 Main St., Rockland.
68*70
BAKER

COTTAGES

Pleasant Point, Knox County, Me.
Waterfront: 1-2 bedrooms, Cot
tages to let, elec, refrig., shower,
all utilities furnished except lin
ens. boat. Vacancy in June and
July 11-17.
TEL. Thomaston
254-12.
66-70
THREE Cottages for sale or to
rent, modern conveniences, on
Rockland Harbor. Contact RILEY
STROUT, Rockland.
59tf

TO LET
TWO or 3 room furn. Apts, to
let; 1 furn. rm., kit. priv. 9 to 1,
wkdys; 29 Beech St. TEL. 1116-W.
70-72

TWO and 3-room, sunny, priv.
bath, unfurn. Apts, to let. fine
scenic loc., moderate rent to re
sponsible adults; 87 N. MAIN ST..
2d bell.
69-72
DESIRABLE three-room furn.
Apt. with bath, to let. Centrally
located, electric kitchen, automa
tic hot water. Available June 15.
No children. CALL 973-M after
5 p. m. or on Saturday.
69-71
GARAGE to let. Inquire 23
Water St., city. TEL. 1241-W.
68tf
NICE Apartment to let, on Park
St., four large rooms and bath.
New oil and electric range. Cen
tral heat. Handy to everything
and ready for occupancy the 15th.
Second floor prohibits children. If
interested CALL 599 for appoint
ment.
68*70
PLEASANT Apt. of three rooms
and bath to let. Short distance
from shopping center.
Heated,
Adults only. Apply at 215 Broad
way or CALL 1000-R.
67-72
FOUR-Room
70-71 furn. Apt. to let
from June to October. Adults pre
ferred; 38 Talbot Ave. TEL. 835
or 8-J.________________
66tf
FIVE-Room Apt. to let.
All
modern
improvements.
TEL
1285 _________________________ 65tf
BUILDING to let In Camden;
3000 sq. ft., for garage or other
business.
TEL. Camden 2818
after6 p. m.
B6tf
AT 81 Union St., modern, large
3-room Apt., bathroom, heated, to
let; also one-room efficiency Apt,
furnished, bath and complete
kitchen. TEL. 893 days, 233 eve
nings.________
J7tf

ROOM to let at 97 Union tt?
m wrtimahtp Filings. 9 room
Kitchen privileges If dealred.
Houae for aale, central hot water
TEL. 970-M.
29tf
heating. Bam and garage, nearly
BBATHl
and
anheatM
tan?
For social Items tn The Courieran acre of land. DR. RICHARD
ApU. to let V. F. 8TUDIKY, TI
1 WATERMAN.
Uftf Onaette, Phone 1044, ORy.
tf Park SL Tele. DM and USA
tf

and Mrs. Sheldon Mank in Wal
doboro Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Otis of
York, and Mrs. Annie Hall of Lynn,
Mass., were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Brown. Mrs.
Maude Brown and Jerry of Stockton Springs were at the Brown
home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike
and son Linwood accompanied by
Mrs. Charles Woodcock of Thom
aston also Barbara Spear and
daughter Debra motored to Harborside Monday
Mrs. Woodcock
remained for an indefinite stay.
The others returned home that
day.
Oscar Greenrose Is home on fur
lough from Georgia, where he has
been stationed and visiting his
father, John Greenrose and brother
Reino.
Miss Elsie Andrews has arrived
home from New York for a vaca
tion of two weeks. She was gradu
ated last week from college at
Delhi and will return from work
there after the brief vacation.
This section of town was well
represented at the graduation ex
ercises of Rockport High School
both in the audience and on the
stage. Those in the graduating
class included valedictorian—Al
den Davis, Richard Deane. Royce
Carroll and Barbara Spear. This
is the largest group in many years
to graduate in a given year from
this village.
Alumni Award
Lloyd Tolman who resides at the
home of his uncle, Earl Tolman
and a student at Rockport High
was presented the alumni award of
$5 at the graduation exercises Wed
nesday. This award is given each
year to the student in the high
school who is judged by the facul
ty to have made the most pro
gress in his studies during the
year.

patient at Knox Hospital. Rockland. Mason of Rockland and Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Korpinen Dwyer.
have recently purchased the form
Mr. and Mrs. George Fay and
er Edward Studley house, and Son have returned from several
are making entensive repairs.
days visit with relatives at Ayer,
Mrs. Ella Bitgood of Tenant's Mass.
Harbor and Merle Tracy of Sulli
Mrs. Rodney Wiley is a patient
van were united in marriage June at Knox Hospital, Rockland, re
4 by Rev. Charles MacDonald covering from a broken ankle.
of Rockland. The double ring cere
Mrs. Dana Greenlaw of Redstone,
mony being performed. The bride N. H., is a guest cf her parents,
was attended by her sister, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. 8. J. Davis.
Richard Lowell ot Thomaston and
Baptist Church Sunday Evening
Mr. Tracy was attended by Rich at 7 o'clock the ihildren of the Sun
ard Lowell. The bride was attired day School will present the follow
in Navy Blue with white acces ing program:
sories complimented by a corsage
Welcome—Linda Philips
of red roses. Mrs. Lowell wore
Recitations by— Russell Elwell,
powder blue with corsage of pink John Paterson, Stephen Lowell,
roses. A reception followed at the Sharon Hupper, Jeffery Bryant
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell. The Josephine Coolbroth, Loren Herwedding cakes were made by Mrs. rlch, Cynthia Wilson, Carla Stan
Lowell and Mrs. Etta Watts of ley. David Falla. Stephen Franz,
Tenant’s Harbor. Guests present Judith Hooper, Keela McLaughlin,
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall, Alan Hupper, Peggy Jean Myrick,
Sr., parents of the bride, Mr. and Janice Bryant, Lorna Eaton.
Mrs. Stephen Flood. Mrs. Jack
Songs by the school—’’Jesus
Watts. Mrs. Harry Bowness and Wants Me for a Sunbeam”— “The
Mrs. Frank Rackliffe of Spruce Happy Day Express” "O Be Care
Head. Mrs. Albena Taft and Ray ful”— "Jesus Loves the Little
mond Hamilton of Rockland. Mrs. Children.
John McLain and Mr. and Mrs.
Song “Hark ’Tis the Shepherd’s
Vernon Tabbutt of Thomaston. Voice”, by the girls class.
They will reside at Tenant’s Har
Reading "As the Twig is Bent"
bor where they are receiving the Mrs. Wilfred Hooper.
best wishes of their friends.
Pianist, Bethel Gile.
Miss Arlene Brown returned
recently from Chicago, Ill., where
FRIENDSHIP
she has visited with relatives, for
94th Birthday Observed
the past several months.
Mrs Abbie Linscott will obsprve
Mrs. Etta Holbrcuk, who spent
her 94th birthday today.
She
the winter at Rockland, arrived at
makes her home in Friendship
her home Wednesday for the sum
with her daughter Georgia Rich
mer.
ards. She has two grandchilldren.
Mrs. Emma Hope is visiting with 15 great grandchildren and four
relatives at Beverly, Mass., and great-great-grandchildren.
at Romsey, N. J.
She says she doesn’t have to be
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Hopkins young to enjoy TV. A set, which
and Son of Camden were guests was presented her as a gift by her
Thursday evening of Mr. and grandchild, is enjoyed by Mrs.
Mrs. Herbert Hawkins.
Linscott.
Otto Holmstrom is a surgical
patient at Knox County General PLEASANT POINT
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ogilvie have
Mr. and Mrs. George Kaller of been enjoying a tour of the West
Rutherford, N. J., have arrived and Canada. They flew from Bosat their home at Wallston for thc , ton to San Francisco where they

The Civilian Defense will have a
meeting at West Rockport Grange
Hall, June 17 at 8 p. m., sponsored
by the Rockport Lions Clu|j. Phil
Newbert will be present to show
spent two weeks, from there they
pictures and there will be a guest summer.
Mrs. Carroll Farmer, who has flew to Vancover British Columbia,
speaker.
been a patient at Quincy Hospi then drove 1000 miles by car to
tal, Quincy, Mass., has returned Edmonton. Alberta. Canada, and
TENANT’S HARBOR
to her home.
I are now enjoying a stay, high in
Mrs. John Mathews of Belmont
Harvey Moore, has returned the Canadian Rockies, before com
Mass., returned Wednesday after from a business tr>p to Worcester, ing to their summer home here.
several days visit at her summer Mass.
home.
Recent guests of Mrs. Etta Hol
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Rawley brook, were Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
and Miss Paulyne McBrine attend I. Knight and Mrs. Harley Norrace
ed graduation exercises at Morse of Yarmouth. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
High School, Bath. Wednesday eve C. Dwyer of Hebron, Mrs. Alice
ning. Miss Nancy McBrine, a mem
ber of the graduating class is a PROBATE NOTICES
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Rawley and
ministrator.
STATE OF MAINE
sister of Miss Paulyne McBrine.
To all persons interested in
ESTATE SADIE E. KELLEY,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wall of Long either of the estates hereinafter
late of Union, deceased First and
Island. N. Y., arrived Tuesday for named:
Final Account presented for al
At a Probate Court held at lowance by Edwards A. Matthews,
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. David Brown of Rockland, in and for the County Administrator.
of Knox, on the eighteenth day of
Somerville, Mass., have arrived at
ESTATE MAUDE B HOWARD,
May, in the year of our Lord one
the home of Mrs. Etta Holbrook thousand nine hundred and fifty- late of Washington, deceased.
for the summer.
four, and by adjournment from First and Final Account presented
Mrs. Douglas Auld and daughter day to day from the eighteenth for allowance by Stuart C. Bur
gess, administrator.
of Brewer are guests of Mrs. Albin day of said May. The following
ESTATE ALBERT C. CROW
matters having been presented for
Falla, coming to attend graduation
the action thereupon hereinafter LEY. late of Owl's Head, de
exercises of Mrs. Auld’s sister, indicated it is hereby ORDERED: ceased. First Account presented
That notice thereof be given to for allowance by Carmen C.
Beverly Falla.
Mrs. Arthur Carter ts a surgical all persons interested, by causing Churchill, administratrix.
a copy of this order to be pub
ESTATE JAMES H. GRAY, late
lished three weeks successively of Rockland, deceased. First and
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa Final Account presented for allow
I, WILLIS R. VINAL, Register per published at Rockland, in said
of Probate for the County of Knox County, that they may appear at a ance by Eleanor E. Gray, admin
in the State of Maine, hereby cer Probate Court to be held at said istratrix.
ESTATE
NAZIRA
JOSEPH
tify that in the following estates, Rockland on the fifteenth day of
the persons were appointed admin June, A. D. 1954 at nine o’clock NASSAR, late of Rockland, de
istrators
executors,
guardians in the forenoon, and be heard ceased. First and Final account
presented for allowance by A.
and conservators and on the dates thereon if they see cause.
Alan Grossman, special admin
hereinafter named.
CLARA E. LERMOND, late of istrator.
EDWARD F. GLOVER, late of Thomaston, deceased.
Will and
ESTATE JACQUELINE ELSRockland, deceased. May 4. 1954 Petition for Probate thereof ask
Alice G. Knight of Rockland was ing that said will may be proved BETH BORNSTEIN, also known
appointed executrix and qualified and that Letters Testamentary as JACQUELINE E. UNDNER,
late of New York, New York; de
by filing bond on same date.
issue to Maude H. Lermond of
ANSEL M. HILT, late of War Thomaston, she being the execu ceased. First and Final Account
ren, deceased. May 13, 1954 Rosa trix named therein, without bond. presented for allowance by Berta
Bornstein, executrix.
A. Hilt of Warren was appointed
GEORGE S. TOLMAN. JR.,
ESTATE ALBERT C. CROW
executrix, without bond.
late of Camden, deceased. Will LEY, late of Owl’s Head, de
KATHERYN McCARTER, late and Petition for Probate thereof
of Cushing, deceased. May 18. asking that said will may be ceased. Petition for Distribution
1954 Ernest M. Gray and Flora E. proved and allowed and that Let presented by Carmen C. Churchill,
Gray, both of Rockland were ap ters Testamentary issue to Ruth administratrix.
VESPER AUGUSTUS LEACH,
pointed executors, and qualified Guild Tolman of Camden, she be
also known
as VESPER A.
by filing bond on same date.
ing the executrix named therein,
LEACH, late of Rockland, de
FRANK H. YATTAW, late of without bond.
ceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Rockport, deceased.
May 18,
LIZZIE
M.
MILLER,
also
1954 Walter Yattaw of Thomaston known as Lizzie P. Miller, late of bate thereof asking that said Will
may be proved and allowed and
was appointed executor, without Friendship, deceased.
Will and that Letters Testamentary issue
bond.
Petition for Probate thereof ask to Thurston P. Blodgett of New
ABBIE M. RICHARDSON of ing that said will may be proved York, New York, and Oliver P.
Rockland. May 15, 1954 Maurice and allowed and that Letters Tes Ingraham of Rockland, Maine,
McKusic of Rockland was ap tamentary issue to Bedfield P. they being the executors named
pointed guardian and qualified by Miller of Friendship, he being the therein, without bond.
filing bond on May 18, 1954.
executor named therein, without
ADDIE A. OPP, also known as
EVELYN R. McKUSIC of Rock bond.
ADELINE A. OPP, late of Thom
land. May 15. 1954 Maurice Mc
ESTATE EVERETT M. RIP aston. deceased. Will and Peti
Kusic of Rockland was appointed LEY. late of Union, deceased. Pe tion for Probate thereof asking
guardian and qualified by filing tition for Administration asking that said will may be proved and
bond on May 18, 1954.
that Harold W. Flanders of Wal allowed and that Letters Testa
THOMAS L. HOLMES, late of doboro, or some other suitable mentary issue to Marlee Y. Mil
Washington, deceased. April 20. person, be appointed administra ler of Thomaston, she being the
1954 John T. Holmes of Rockland tor, with bond.
executrix named therein, without
was appointed administrator and
ESTATE LULA FRENCH, late bond.
qualified by filing bond on May of Warren, deceased. Petition for
JESSIE L. JOHNSON,
also
18, 1954.
Administration asking that Edgar known as JESSIE ROBBINS, late
RALPH MARTIN ROBINSON, W Libby of Thomaston, or some of Rockland, deceased. Will and
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. other suitable person, be appoint Petition for Probate thereof ask
May 18, 1954 Randolph Robinson ed administrator, with bond.
ing that said will may be proved
of Springfield, Mass., was appoint
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF and allowed and that Letters Tes
ed administrator, without bond. NAME asking that the name of tamentary issue to Nathalie R.
Jack Carlson of Vinalhaven ap JOSEPH JUNIOR TARGETT of Snow of Rockland, she being the
pointed Agent in Maine.
Spruce Head, be changed to executrix named therein, without
HERBERT MITCHELL of Ap Joseph Edward Targett, Jr., pre bond.
pleton. April 21, 1954 Irene Mink sented by said Joseph Junior
ESTATE EVA H. MCDONALD,
of Appleton was appointed Con Targett.
late of Vinalhaven, deceased.
servator and qualified by filing
ESTATE SAMUEL B. SHADIE, First and Final Account present
bond on May 20, 1954.
late of Rockland, deceased. Pe ed for allowance by Joseph F.
LILLIAN R KENYON, late of tition for License to sell certain Headley, Administrator.
Rockland, deceased.
May 18, real estate situated in Rockland
ESTATE HATTIE E. TEAGUE
1954 Ernest Ogden Kenyon of and fully described In said peti of Warren. Petition for License
Rockland was appointed Adminis tion. presented by Herbert L. to Sell certain real estate situat
trator with the will annexed, and Shadie of Camden, executor.
ed in Bald Warren and fully de
ESTATE THOMAS* PORTER scribed in said petition, presented
qualified by filing bond on May
24. 1954.
DRUMM, late of Providence, by Blanche E. Morse of Waldo
LESTER A. FRENCH of War Rhode Island, deceased.
First boro, Conservator.
ren.
May 18, 1954 Christy C. and Final account presented for
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR.
Lilias
Aikman Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
Adams of Rockland was appoint allowance by
ed guardian and qualified by filing Drumm, executrix.
for
Knox County,
Rockland,
bond on May 24, 1964.
ESTATE PHOEBE BURNS, late Maine.
Attest;
Attest:
,
of Friendship, deceased.
First
WUJJS R. VINAL, Register.
snd Final Account presented for
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
64-S-70

allowance by Leslie D. Burns, ad-
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'ARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

National Grange
To Sponsor Tour
Of Europe

£
a J

MM* _

An 11 x 14 picture of the place pictured above is ready and
waiting at the office of The Courier-Gazette for the owner when
he identifies it.
The publishing of pictures of farms of the Coastal Area in each
Saturday’s farm pages has been a practice of several months past;
and one which has proven most popular. A farm will be pictured
each week for several months to come.
The farm shown last week was the dairy establishment of John
Anderson on the St. George Road in the Town of South Thomaston,
just a short distance from Thomaston village.
Mr. Anderson has raised a family of seven, but not one son to
help with the chores. His seven daughters proved a big help in
the operation of the 320 acre plant which has a herd of 50 Holsteins.
The farm, the former Jerry McCarthy place, was bought in

NOTBS

OF A

TOUITRYNAN
By Henry Teague
all right, but if you habitually drive
I was reading a few days ago yourself, you are not average and
about a large poultryman in an perhaps you are not accomplishing
half as much us you think. Some
other state keeps a crew Just big
of the poultrymen uho drive the
enough to feed and otherwise care
hardest do not seem to be listed
for his birds and anytime there is
among the be3t.
a major job such as cleaning out
Probably I am thinking along the
or vaccinating he hires a com
plete crew to do the job. That's above line because I am writing
the kind of a (Mjultry farm I would this on the night ef the same day
of the annual cleanout of my hen
like to work on.
But to
Some poultrymen try to do all house. What a mess!
night the contcn's are all piled
the work themselves and when
up on Merrill Payson’s farm
anyone has a flock of birds big
enough to make a good living, it ready to be spread on pasture land
for his cattle. It vas a potent mix
eems to me that it is a mistake
To try to do the ex’ra jobs without ture from the standpoint of both
help. Anyone who has ever tried ( fertilizing power ind odor.
to pen up birds in a catching frame 1 It once took two long days to
without one or two to help knows clean out the 3,600 foot pen when
that it is a mightly frustrating ex we backed in a truck and shov
perience. A rnan alone can get elled by hand. Today it took
birds into a Irame two or three slightly over four hours. The day
times alone, but after that the before we had moved out the last
birds are wise enough not to get of the old hens, about 500. taken
up the mcchaaical feeder, a 45
trapped.
Take cleaning out a pen. One minute job and otherwise cleared
man alone can find it a tedious, the pen. Wc took out the second
backbreaking job. But let sever post on the North side and the
al men get together on a clean third post on the South side to
ing job and it is not half bad. The allow room for a tractor to travel
satisfaction of having saved a few down all three alleys the length of
dollars by doing it yourself is not the building. Carl Perry loaned
a always worth it. Another thing me his tractor with a big hydraulic
many poultrymen are not equipped bucket for a modest fee and Gil
physically to spend long hours bert Martin manned this piece of
with a shovel or fork and it cer equipment. Merrill Payson and his
tainly doesn’t pay to do it alone if son William came with two of
| one had to spend those saved dol Chester Wallace's trucks, Earl
Griffin, Dana Gammon and I com
lars for doctor’s bills.
And when you hire men to work pleted the crew. It was not half
I tor you, don't expect 60 minutes of bad for the tractor took the real
labor for every hour. If you get pain out of the task and we could
I 45 minutes during every hour, you lean on our shovels and shew the
will get a good day's work and it rag every now and then while the
will be easier ta hire men when big scoop was operating. Another
I you need them if they know you source of satisfaction to me was
the fact that the manure was going
| are not a driver.
I have heard poultrymen say to be put to good use. Hen manure
I that they expected just as much is one of our finest fetrilizers and
work out of their men as they put it seems a great waste just to
In themselves. That may sound pile it up somewhere in an out of

CO-OPERATIVE FARM CREDIT

For Safe Financing 41%
FEDERAL LAND BANK MORTGAGE LOANS 10-33 YEARS

Production Credit Loans
Geared To Yonr Needs For Operating Expenses.
Available For Periods Up To SO Months at Low Net Cost.
OFFICES AT

33 COURT SL AUBURN - 533 FOREST AVL, PORTLAND

Ay formers for

farmer*

History of Scouting DAIRY PRODUCTS DISHES BEING
In Rockland By
FEATURED DURING JUNE WHICH
Harold Whitehill
IS NATIONAL DAIRY MONTH

Members of several Granges in
From the pen of Harold White
Dear HomemeKer:
baked Alaska or in - place of this area will be interested in a hill this newspaper has received
June is Dairy Month and food whipped cream with a fruit short
European tour sponsored by the a story entitled “History of shoppers will find dairy products cake. Let the children have their
National Grange, oldest farm Scouting in Rockland.”
in particular abundance in their own soda fountain by providing one
fraternity in the world.
It is a formidable document as grocery stores with reasonable or two kinds of ice cream, several
For the first time in its 87 years, it must needs be to cover the sub prices on all of them. This is a different flavors of toppings, both
the National Grange offers to its ject with the thoroughness to be month to make use of all these syrups and fresh fruit, and various
members and others interested, expected from a devotee like Mr foods. . .milk, butter, cheese, ice- garnishes. Let the whole family
a grand tour of European coun Whitehill who has invested a large cream, evaporated and condensed enjoy the cool refreshment of this
tries, England, Holland, Belgium. portion of his life to the well be milk, and non-fat diy milk. Their flavorful dairy product.
Switzerland, Germany, and France. ing of youth. The story will be contribution to th° diet is great,
The Jersey Cow
The tour starts from New York presented in several parts and and so is their a flavor.
Makes One Tall Glass
Other protein foods tha* you can
City on Oct. 8, with the depar- may take a considerable time in
Combine l/4 cup maple syrup
■ ture of the SS America of the the setting and printing, so it is find in good ibuniance this next with a scoop of vanilla or maple
United States Lines, and will end suggested that each Installment month include fr?sh fish, eggs, ice cream. Mix well adding grad
! at New York on Nov. 9 with the he cut out and pas*ed in a large broilers, fryers, beef, ducks and ually one cup cold milk. Top with
arrival of the SS United States Air book, so that at its conclusion light turkeys.
ice cream or whipped cream.
Egg prices may increase a little
; transportation by Tians World Air- the complete history may be read
Pineapple Baked Alaska
lines will be available for those at one sitting
The Courier-Ga luring June, but they will still be
Makes Six Servings
I who prefer to fly.
zette serves a wide range of read | reasonable, and eggs of all sizes
6 slices drained, chilled pine
Motor launch trips through the ers with interests covering prac will provide good value. Broilers apple
3 egg w’hites, at room temper
canal system of Holland, and motor tically every subject, hence the 1 and fryers, too, are being sold in
coach trips points of interest with series of Boy Scout installments j the same large quantities so will ature
6 tablespoons granulated sugar
in the several countries are includ will not be printed in quick suc : be on hand during June for all the
1-1 lb pints vanilla ice cream,
ed in the itinerary. Opportunity cession due to the fact that read j picnics and chicken barbecues
| will also be provided for visits to ers with other interests probably ; you’d like to have. Ducks and very firm.
would not be happy.
, light turkeys aie also available in
| agricultural areas.
1. Place drained, chilled pine
plenty for your u^e. In the red apple slices on board.
Tours within this country, to
J meats, beef of the less tender cuts
2. Whip egg whites until they
j and from National Grange Conven
and medium grades will be most stand in peaks when beater is
tions have been popular for some NORTH HAVEN
plentiful and the best buy.
raised, then add sugar slow’ly, still
years and have resulted in fine
*** • M
ETTA P BEVERAGE
You can count on adding raisins whipping until egg whites are stiff
l friendships and numerous reunions
Correspondent
to foods this month, too, as stocks and glossy.
I of former tour-mates. It is ex
Telephone 16-4
Kte ' is
of this flavorful fruit are good
3. Using a scoop or spoon, place
I pected the European tour, planned
and their uses are many. Another very firm ice cream in center of
to promote better international
Mr. and Mrs. James Oldroyd plentiful item is the category each pineapple.
understanding with peoples of other
Photo bv Cullen jI nations, will result in establish have had as guests his parents. | filled by vegetable fats and oils,
4. Cover completely and quick
1900 by Mr. Anderson’s father, Isaac, two years after he imigrated
Mr .and Mrs. James N. Oldroyd I which are available in good supply ly with meringue, all the way out
ing similar happy relationships.
from Finland, when John was seven years of age.
of West Peabody, Mass., and for June.
to the edge of pinapple.
John took over the farm in I9IM and expanded both the dairy
Illustrated pamphlets with de grandmother. Mrs. Eber Oldroyd
These are thc foods that are in
5. Place board in very hot oven
and general farming operations. In recent years, he has devoted
tailed information on the tour may of Lynn, Mass.
the greater part of his time to the dairy operation, running a large
cluded in the Plentiful Foods List <475 degrees) and b^ke 4 to 5 min
be
procured,
without
charge,
from
milk route in Rockland and selling eggs from a flock of 44)0 laying
Postmaster and Mrs. Robert of the Department .»f Agriculture utes until meringue is a delicate
hens.
The National Grange Monthly, Smith with children Louise and and reported to you by the Food
brown.
The family of seven daughters born to John and Mrs. Anderson,
Springfield. Mass.
Stanley, spent a few days this week Marketing Specialists of the New
6 Place Alaska on chilled serv
the former Hilja Aho of Thomaston, includes Mrs. Signe Stein of
South Thomaston; Mrs. Hilda Collins, Sharon, Mass.; Mrs. Milja
in Rockland as guests of his par ' England Extension Services,
ing dish or tray, using some gar
Mrs. Virginia McElwee Tuesday. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith. j Ice cream is a cool, refreshing nish such as strawberries and mint
Murphy of Baltimore, Md.
Also, Mrs. Ellen Hayes of Washington, I). C.; Mrs. Aina Mullen
June 15. with luncheon at 1 p. m.
Leonard M. Patton, brother and | for dish for the summer, or winter leaves, or whatever you wish.
of Portsmouth, Va.; Mrs. Eva Turner of Warren and Miss Arlene
Members are reminded to take wife Mr. and Mrs. Robert Patton i It’s a dairy product that provides
7. For variation, sprinkle co
Anderson of South Thomaston, a teacher in Rockland's South School.
dishes and silver. Committee on of Milton, came Tuesday to his good flavor, good fun good food.
conut or toasted slivered almonds
arrangements, Marie Butler, Mary summer cottage at the North East, ! Use it often for both adults and
on meringue right before baking.
Barker and Doris Robbins.
while Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. children. Adults will enjoy it with
Winifred Ramsdell
Corp. Dwight Howard of Fort Gates of Milton came Wednesday cake, pie or cookies . . .served in a
THE GRANGE CORNER
Home Demonstration Agent
Eustis, Va., is having a 15-day to their cottage in The Professor’s
'■ 1 1 leave.
Row.
Fancy work. Bessie Carroll and' Twenty members of American
Megunticook Grange
James Brown (son of Da Ion H SOIL CONSERVATIONISTS TAKE
Jaunita Hawes.
Canned goods, : Legion and Auxiliary attended Brown) is in New’ Hampshire
By Beve.ly Mills
PROGRAM INTO THE 4-H FIELD
Members of Limerock Valley Lorraine Gleason and Lottie Glea- the Legion Council picnic held at where he has employment.
Pomona left at 9 a. m. today son Flowers. Mildi ed Burns and North Haven last Sunday.
Mrs. Leslie Dickey was in Rock I The supervisors of the Knox-Lin ary arrangements were made for
Cooked foods,
Robert Day who has employ- land to attend the funeral of her coln Soil Conversation District have
aboard the Vinalhaven 2nd for Harriet Carroll.
future co-operation. The leaderVinalhaven where Pleasant River Eggs and Dairy products. Aubyne ment with the Gulf Oil Company cousin, the late Allen V. Saw’yer, taken active steps to work with
supplied the names of about a
Hawes
and
Anne
Farris.
|
ia
at
home
for
a
vacation.
c
arris.
Grange is entertaining them for
who passed away Monday the 7th. | boys of 4-H Club age to get the
Miss
Grace Calderwood
the day.
Fruit and Vegetables, J. R. Dan- j
He was born at North Haven.
I young more conservation minded. dozen boys who would be inter
Stamford, Conn., will arrive
The meeting of June 2 was in forth. Arno Bartlett and RichardMr. and Mrs. Richard Shields | The 4-H Club Leader, Mrs. ested in soil conservation work.
day for a week’s vacation.
In the very near future a meet
charge of Lecturer Lorraine Dow. son Miller.
returned Sunday after being in Au Loana Shibles, attended fhe last
Reservations for Union High
ing will be held with the boys and
gusta
to
attend
the
wedding
of
Mi
s.
Appearing on the program were
supervisor
’
s
meeting
and
preliminThere was a general discussion [ School Alumni banquet, program
their parents to explain soil con
Shield’s sister, on Saturday the 5th.
Barbara Wood and Mary Lovejoy on serving dairy supper, but owing |
and dancing must reach the sec
Marjorie Brown returned home the past weekend on the Mainland servation work. Then, the next
in a baton twirling exhibition. to other activities it was voted •
retary, Isabel Abbott (today)
step will be to make soil maps
Monday after spending a wreek in with relatives.
Stunts, readings and quartette that all members who could at
June 12, to attend the event which
for the few farms that have not
Mrs. Argyle MacDonald has recomprised of Loraine Dow, Bar- tend would go to the supper at Eve- is planned for Saturday, June 19, Rockland as guest of her aunt. Mrs.
bara Wood, Mary Lovejoy and Ar ning Star Grange which is also a at the Thompson Memorial Build Myra Blackington and cousin, Mrs. I turned from Dorchester and Wor been mapped. The mapping will
Avis Baum. While there Mr. and cester, Mass., after attending her. be done after the close of the
lene Gray rounded out the en dairy supper and a project of the ing.
Mrs- George Ames took them to neice’s wedding on June 5th. Her schools so that the boys may ac
tertainment.
Maine State Grange.
The local Masonic Lodge is to
West Minot to call on a distant daughter Miss Bodine MacDonald company the soil scientist.
The meeting of June IB will be
Tne meeting June 23 will be the attend services Sunday, June 13
It has been decided that all the
cousin, Mrs. Edith Tibbetts Brad acompanied her home for a few
observed as Past Lecturers Night.
last one before summer recess. at the Methodist Church at 10.43 ford. who Marjorie hadn’t seen for
contestants shall be invited to a
days.
Pioneer Grange
Each member will bring a box a. m. Members are reminded to about 10 years.
Mrs. Bradford
Among the Rockland visitors free supper at the supervisor’s an
The First and Second Degrees lunch for one person and further be at the lodge rooms at 10.15 is the daughter of the late Belzora
have been Mrs. John Lermond and nual meeting. The boy doing the
m.
a.
were conferred on one candidate, plans will be announced by the Lec
Carver Tibbetts of Levant, a na daughter Janet, Mrs. Lucy Hop best job will be given a sign sim
Baccalaureate
Services
for
Dr. Irving Tuttle, at Pioneer turer that evening.
tive of North Haven.
kins, Mrs. Rose Dyer and Mrs. ilar to that given the “Outstand
The Juvenile met for their reg Union High School graduates will
Grange Tuesday by Master Esancy.
ing Farmer’’ each year.
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Mills spent Emery Wooster.
be
held
Sunday
evening,
June
13,
A program of songs, reading and ular meeting during the after
noon. The meeting of June 23 will '
? ^0 P- m>
Methodis*
stunts were enjoyed.
A treat of punch and cookies be their annual picnic. This pic- Church. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine
were served after the meeting.
j nic is only for members of the will deliver the sermon, and will
be assisted by Rev. Harry Trask
Next meeting will be June 22, , Juvenile Grange,
pastor of Union Church of the
and the degree team from Tran--------------------Nazarene. Organist will be Miss
quility Grange of Lincolnville will
Florence Thurston. Ronald Bark
be invited to vork the Third and
er of the graduating class will act
! Fourth Degrees
as class marshal.
I The Youth Committee of Pioneer, MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Anna Gould, Hope Leach, and Alice
Telephone 10-24
I Willard, was in charge of the proDon't gamble with fire —
1 gram at the May 25 meeting. They
i presented an excellent program,
Woman's Community Club is in
the odds are against you!
the young folks faking part. The vited to a picnic at thc home of
committee served lunch after the
EX2ZSZS3ZEZ223S32XSX£Q33CXCEXS3:^3XX^^^X££BX2
meeting.

Better Seed Beds
...at Less Cost!

UNION

Seven Tree Grange

!
j

!
i

By Aubyne Hawes
Seven Tree Grange met for its
regular meeting Wednesday evening with 17 members present. The
program presented by the Lecturer proved very entertaining
and the evening enjoyed by all
present.
Master Hilt appointed the follow
ing committees in charge of the
Grange Booths at Union Fair: dec
orating, Joe and Elaine Robbins,
Linwood and Evelyn Hilt.

the way place. But it is so plenti
ful in this area that it appears that
many farmers do not really appredate its value, otherwise every
bit would be but to use.
I realize that many poultrymen
use a similar system to clean out
for actually It is the most economi
cal way to clean out wherever a
house is built so as to accomo
date a tractor. Removing the posts
for a brief time does not seem to
do any harm, although we removed
only ohe at a time. It would be
a good idea to use post jack for
posts to be taken out as there will
be little sag.
The prediction appeared in a
poultry paper the last of last week
I to the effect that eggs were expected to start upwards in about
| two weeks. As eggs dropped three
I cents over last weekend, they have
a long ways to go before they reach
I the level of a year ago.

Outdoor M ?
Comfort
- *

Dearborn
Tandem Disc Harrow
Cuts Time and Costs with Ease
The Dearborn Lift-TYpe Tandem Disc Harrow,
available in 5, 6 or 7 foot sizes, is an effective
cost-cutting tool.

You barely lift your fingers to raise or lower
this big disc by Ford Ttactor Hydraulic Touch
Control. It controls the depth of cut ... lifts the
disc off the ground for easy turning on headlands
and for fast transport.

;

*

JTvS'1
" jpj '

Mi

COMFORTABLE!
SMART!

STRONG!

COOL!

LIGHT WEIGHT!
Tub Chair .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $ 6.95
Arm Chair .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
8.95
Settee .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19.50

'
j

End Table.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $9.95 Coffee Table.. .. .. ..
I

9.95

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
313-315 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1425

ROCKLAND, ME.
e»-it

Sm the Dearborn Pvll-Typa Tnndaai
Disc Harrow...for Any Mnkt Tractor
Attache* to th* drawbar of th* Ford
Tractor or any comparable tractor.
Ford Tractor Hydraulic Tbuch Control
angles or straightens gangs. Universal
hitch sold separately.

An adjustable top link changes relative depth
of front and rear gangs. Adjust it right from the
tractor seat! Cutting angle of the gangs can be
adjusted to 10, IS or 20 degrees.

A FACT LAND LEVELLER
There’s plenty of soil churning weight and size
in the Dearborn Lift-TVpe Tandem Disc Harrow.
It’s built for adequate penetration in toughest
soils . .. levels fields in a hurry.
Arrange for a Oamonstrafion — Ask Abawf Our Credit farms

■rm

Payson’s Farm Machinery Inc.
Union

Maine

-
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12. Mrs. Vera Robinson will have
charge of the beginners depart
THOMASTON
ment, Miss Edna Hilt, the pri
Neva and Social ltema. Notices and Advertisements ms; be sent
mary department, Mrs. John Fitz
or telephoned to
patrick and Mrs. George Wood
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST, TEL. 158-5
ward the Junior department and
Miss Smith, the Intermediate de
Mrs. Hilda Keyes, Miss Cor Mrs. Lawrence Mann end daugh partment.
The Wed-Co Club will meet Mon
nelia Keyes and Harlan Keyes are ter. Marjorie, of O.land and Mrs.
spending Friday night in Boston, Robert Rollins wer? guests of Mr day at the Baptist Church for a
while there they
attend the and Mrs. Aaron Clark while at 6.30 supper. A swap party will be
Red Sox baseball game on Sat tending the graduation exercises. enjoyed. The committee in charge
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Adriel Fales. will be: Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith. daughter, Janis, and son. Jeffery, Woodward. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Jr., have gone to Boston where they have moved to their cottage at Achorn, Mr. and Mis. Victor Hills
and Mr. and Mrs. uiyon Hahn.
will attend Mr. Snrth’s 15th re Crescent Beach for tne summer.

JENSEN GIVEN PARTING GIFT

HASKELL & CORTHELL
FAMILY OUTFITTERS

TEL. 484

CAMDEN, MAINE

SHOP CAMDEN STORES SATURDAY NIGHTS

CHURCHES
At thc Universalist Church, Rev.
George Henry Wood, minister, both
Church Worship and Nursery Class
are scheduled at 10.30 a m. for a
total 45 minute period, for June
through September. All persons
are cordially welcome always at
Rockland and Knox County's noncreedal Church of Freedom in Re
ligion. Plan now to attend often.
• • • «

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carroll at
The committee on Christian Edu
union of his class at Tufts College,
which is to be held on the Hotel tended the graduation exercises cation will meet at the home of Wil
at the New England Baptist Hospi liam C. Brooks, Jr., Monday eve
Bradford roof.
At the Budget and Planning com tal in Boston of which Joan Young ning at 8 o'clock.
The friendly Circle will hold a
mittee meeting held last Tues was a member. They also at
day the following officers were tended the graduation exercises of picnic supper Tuesday, with Mrs
re-elected: Wil’iam Vinal. Chair Audrey Young at the State Ruth Rockwell and Mrs. Frances
Miller in charge.
man; Edward Dornan, Vice Chair Teacher’s College in Gorham.
Dianna Brazier and Donna McThere will be Red Cross swim
man; and Mrs. Forest Stone, Sec
Guire prepared and served a sup ming instruction given at Chickaretary.
Miss Elaine Harjula, student at per to Mrs. Douglas Brooks and j waukie Lake beginning about July
Mrs. Raymond Robinson, Tues 1. Watch for further details
the Providence-Barrington Bible
day. at the latters home, in order
Services at the Assembly of God’s
College, Providence, R, I., is spend
to qualify for iheir cooking badges Church (Pentecostal) on Sunday at
ing the summer vacation with her
in the Girl Scouts.
2.30 p. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har
The Junior American Citizen School at 1.30 p. m. Wednesday
jula.
Clubs of the Green Street School evening service at 7 o’clock Rev.
All Girl Scouts and Brownie
chose a best citizen from their Walter Keller, past.ir.
Scouts are requested to be at the
class and awarded him or her with
Sunday service at the Finnish
Baptist Church Monday afternoon
a special pin. They were: Grade Congregational Church on the St.
at 4 o’clock for a rehearsal.
three, Peggy Shesler; grade four, George Road at 1 p. m. Mrs. Helen
The Pine Cone Troop of Girl
Mona McMillan; grade five, Diane Saarion, pastor.
Scouts will hold a Court of Awards
Snowdeal; grade five and six
Children’s Day Sunday will be
Monday evening at 7.30 in the Bap
Clyde Bourne.
observed at the Federated Church
tist Church vestry. There will be
The Orient Lodge, A. F. & A. M. during the Church service Sunday
a display of needlework and paint
morning at 11 o’clock. The Child
ing. The four girls receiving the will hold a special communication
ren of the Church School at 10.30
meeting
Tuesday.
A
6.30
supper
musicians badge will present a
o’clock. Awards and promotion
brief
musical
program,
with will be served and the M M. De
certificates will be given at this
Blanche Lermond as pianist. Rev. gree will be worked.
time,
it will end the Church School
Mrs. Myrtle MacPherson of Free
John Fitzpatrick will offer a pray
for the summer.
The Children
er. All parents and friends are port is substituting at the Tele will take part in tlie service with
phone
Office
during
the
vacation
cordially invited fo be present.
recitations and songs. Jean MelThe Ladies Cirlcle will meet at season.
Mis3 Carlita Smith of Waterboro gard will be soloist, her song. "I
the Baptist Church Wednesday af
ternoon. followed by a 6 o’clock of the New England Fellowship Think. When I Read The Sweet
of Evangelicals w.-ll be in charge Story of Old”. Solo by Robert
public supper.
Sacra
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Clark of of the Daily Vacation Bible School Stackpole, “I Believe”.
Bucksport, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis which starts Monday at the Baptist ments of Baptism will be adminis
Emery of New Sharon, Mr. and Church, for two w’ecks from 9 to tered.
Monday. There will be a meet
ing of the Christian Education at
he home of William C. Brooks, Jr.,
at 8 o’clock.
Tuesday, The Friendly Circle
will hold a picnic supper with Mrs.
Ruth Rockwell and Mrs. Frances
Miller in charge.
,
Sunday School at the Holy Trini
ty Lutheran Church at 10 a. m.
under the supervision of Mrs. Wilho
Salmi and Mrs. Lydia McClure. De
votional service Sunday evening at
7.30. On Wednesday the Ladies
Guild will hold a sale of cooked
food and handmade articles. Dr.
Armas Holmio of Hancock. Mich.,
It shows conditions of yonr
By special arrangements
arches and if they may be the
with Dr. Wm. M. Scholl,
is expected to be in attendance.
cause of your foot and leg
world-noted Foot Authority,
Baptist Church Sunday School at
pains; shows with scientific ac
one of his Special Represent
curacy, not only your exact
9.45 followed by morning service
atives from Chicago Head
shoe 6ize and width, but the
at 11 a. m. Rev. Jahn Fitzpatrick
proper shape shoes you should
quarters will be here to
will deliver the sermon. BYF
wear for all day foot ease.
assist our regular staff in
meets at 6 oclock with evening ser
rendering this Free PedoIf you have corns, callouses,
graphic Foot Test Service.
bunions, weak or fallen arches
vice at 7 p. m. Mcnday: Wed-Co
or any common foot trouble
Club meets with a 6.30 supper.
you will be shown how millions
A swap party will be enjoyed.
of foot sufferers have found
Wednesday
quick, inexpensive relief
Wednesday, Ladies Circle meets
through the use of Dr. Scholl's
afternoon followed by a 6 o’clock
Comfort Remedies and Arch
& Thursday
supper. Thursday, Prfcyer and
Supports.
Praise service. On Monday the
COME EARLY OR PHONE
Vacation Bible School starts at 9
June 16-17
FOR AN APPOINTMENT
o’clock.

At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30. Weekday services.
Tuesday. Mass at 7.30; Wednesday.
Mass at 6 a. m.; Thursday and
Friday, Mass at 730.

• * • *
St Bernard’s Church, Park Street.
Rockland.
Sunday
Masses—8.00
and 11.00 A M. Week day Mass—
6.45 A. M. Confessions—Saturday—

3.30 and 7.00 P. M.
Photo by Cullen
Our Lady oi Good Hope Church
Charles Drysdale, left, presents former Birds Eye Marine Base
manager Carl Jensen right, with a gift from the employees of the Camden. Sunday Mass—9.30 A. M.
base and fillet plant at a party held in the mold loft of the base Thurs
St. James the Apostle Church,
day afternoon. Jensen, who has managed the shipyard operations and
Sunday
Mass—9.00
Birds Eye fleet since 1946 haB been assigned to the Aberjona plant Thomaston.
A. M.
of the company in Woburn, Mass.
• • • •
That spiritual understanding of
erson, Jr., of Marine Corps,
Quantico, Va., and two grand God protects man from disease
and danger, and is not subject to
children.
material laws of chance and
Funeral services will be held
change, will be brought out at
Sunday. 2 p. m. from Gilbert C.
Christian Science services Sun
Laite Funeral Home with Rev. E.
day. Keynote of the Lesson-Ser
Roy Burchell officiating.
Ma
mon entitled “God the Preserver
sonic committal services at Ma
of Man” is the Golden Text from
plewood Cemetery, Lincolnville.
BYRON E. THOMPSON
Deuteronomy: “The eternal God
Byron E. Thompson who died
is thy refuge and underneath are
GEORGE F. RYAN
Wednesday, June 9. was born at
George F. Ryan, 69, died Thurs th<* everlasting arms” (33:27).
Friendship on July 27. 1890. He
day at Rockland. Mr. Ryan was From the King James Version of
was the son of Waterville Thomp
born in Nova Scotia. Aug. 6, 1884. the Bible the following verses
son and Elizabeth Jameson. He
son of David and Elizabeth Mul will be among those read: “Be
was a farmer and logger and lived
cause thou hast made the Lord,
cahy Ryan.
in Friendship all his life, and was .
which is my refuge, even the most
Mr.
Ryan
was
a
member
of
St.
a member of the Meduncook Lodge, [
High, thy habitation; There shall
A.F.AA.F.M. and the Friendship \ Bernard's Church and was em no evil befall thee, neither shall
ployed for 35 years by Fuller,
Fire Department.
any plague come nigh thy dwell
Cobb, Davis Department Store as
ing” (Psalms 91:9, 10). Sunday
Funeral services will be held
_ . ,
.. . , . „
.
, clerk. Until his death he had for
Saturday, (today), at 2 p. m. from
services at 10.30 and Sunday
..
t.- ,
j v
,,
j■ .
. i many years been in the clothing School at 10.30; Wednesday night
the Friendship Method st Church ...
...
n
ir
,,, j
business for himself,
services at 7.30.
with the Rev. Kathleen Weed offi
• * ♦ *
ciating
Surviving are two sisters: Mrs.
Timothy O'Donnell of Cambridge.
At
the
First
Baptist Church the
Bearers will be members of the
Mass., and Mrs. Helen Holbrook of 10.30 service will be broadcast
Masonic Lodge and of the Fire
Newburyport, Mass., and one over WRKD, and thc pastor, Rev.
Department. Interment will be in
brother, Thomas Ryan of Rock J. Charles MacDonald, will give
the Norton Cemetery in Cushing.
land.
a special message to Rockland as
HERMAN NICKERSON
Requiem Mass will be sung Mon- it starts its second century. The
Herman Nickerson, 84. died at day at 9 a m' from St- Bernard’s subject will be “A Rockland Subresidence
in Lincolnville Church wlth Rev George Gou- Title.” and this will be the second
his
in the series of sermons on “The
Thursday, Mr. Nickerson was at drpau o«lci«tIHK.
Rosary will be recited Friday. Names of God. ’ Prayer groups
one time treasurer of the Boston
Braves and was employed by ihe Saturday and Sunday evenings at will meet at 10.15. and the nursery
Eoston Globe over 20 years before 7 p. m. at the Russell Funeral will be open dui ing the morning
service. All departments of the
Home.
his retirement.
He was born in Boston, May 15.
Interment in St. Janies Ceme Church will meet for Bible study
at 12.
The Ambassadors for
1870, son of John S. and Susan tery in Thomaston.
Christ will ha/e a meeting for all
Robinson Nickerson. Mr. Nick
young people at 6. A prayer time
erson has been a resident of Lin JAMES R. ARMSTRONG
James Robert Armstrong, 70, at 7 will precede “The Gospel
colnville for eight years. A mem
ber of Four+h Estate Lodge A. F. father of Dr. J. Sherwood Arm Story Hour” at 7.15. This service
and A. M. of Boston, a member strong of Camden, died at Swan will be broadcast from 7.30 to 8 and
of Sons of American Revolution, ville, June 10, after a long illness. will include music by the choir and
member of Sons of Colonial Wars. Mr. Armstrong was born at St. a ladies’ trio, and a message by
Surviving are his wife, Emma John’s, N. B.. Jan. 9, 1885, the son Mr. MacDonald on “The Simpli
Carver Nickerson of Lincoln of James and Matilda Armstrong cities of the Gospel.” The Daily
ville, a son, Col. Herman Nick- He was a resident of Somerville. Vacation Bible Schoo! will open on
Mass., for over 20 years, but had Monday morning at 9 with sessions
resided in Camden for the past Monday through Friday from 9 to
Camden Theatre five years.
11.30 each day. On Tuesday the
For social Items In The Courier
Surviving are his son Dr. J. Golden Hour of Prayer and Prase
Oazette, Phone 1044. City
tt
NOW! CASH NITE
Sherwood Armstrong, a daughter will be held at 7.33. The Prepara
Mrs. Audrey E. MacQueen of tion Prayer Service will be at 7.30
2 BIG ACTION-LOADED HITS!
Portland, 2 grandchildren, a niece on Saturday.
SOCIAL DANCE
Glenn Ford, Diana Lynn
* * * •
and nephew.
SOUTH THOMASTON
"PLUNDER OF THE SUN"
GRANGE HALL
The Sunday evening worship
Funeral services will be held
EVERY SATURDAY
Plus Technicolor Co-Hit
Saturday (today) at 9 a. m. from service will be held in the South
Music by the Nor’easters
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home Thomaston Methodist Church at
"DRUMS OF TAHITI"
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
with Rev. Melvin Dorr officiating. 7 o'clock. Mr. Conant will preach
83-S-tf
70-lt
DENNIS O’KEEFE
Interment services will be held on the theme “Enemies of the
PATRICIA MEDINA
at Purican Lawn Memorial Park Cnristian Spirit.”
• • * *
in West Peabody, Mass., Sunday
Sunday and Monday Only
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
at 3.30 p. m.
Church. Merle S. Conant, minis
For social Items In The Courier- ter, will hold its Sunday worship
Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tt at 10.30. Mr. Conant will preach
on the subject "Enemies of the
LEGAL NOTICE
Christian Spirit.” A service for
A Public Hearing on the annual the baputism of babies will be
budget of the City of Rockland held.
Anne Davis will play
for thc ensuing fiscal year will be
held in the Council Room, City “Prelude in Eb” by Schaab, “As
Building, Spring Street, at 7.30 Pants the Hart” by Thiman, and
P. M.
Daylight Saving Time, “Proclamation March” by Diggle.
Monday, June 14, 1954.
The children’s choir will present
F.IM4 m
nii.trt lyWMMER MOS.
GERALD U. MARGESON,
the anthem “Some Blessed Day”
TO-lt
City Clerk. by Nevin.
Minerva Small and
Beatrice Snow will sing the duet
LATEST NEWS A CARTOON
’•‘Come Saviour” by Saint Saens.
Dancing Tonight Dante Pavone will present the.
Starts Tuesday—3 Days
solo “Come Ye Children” by Sulli

Studebaker's first
with the newest..as usual!

6ITUARY

i

n GARY

n BARBARA

Cooper Stanwyck

Sm ROMAN ANJHONYQUINH

James Stewart, June Allyson

"GLENN MILLER STORY"
70-lt

dZEE®
$184129

HIT NO. 1

Studebaker's
first with full
circle-of-sight
visibility

ORCHESTRA

_________________

55-S-tf

ENDS SATURDAY

WALDO THEATRE’

At the Nazarene Church, serv-!
iees Sunday will be as follows:
Sunday School at 9.45; morning
worship at 10.45; young people’s
meeting at 6 and the evening i
evangelistic meeting at 7.30. The
mid-week prayer meeting is on
Wednesday night at 7.30.
On j
Thursday night the Missionary So
ciety will meet with Mrs. Hazel
Fisette at her cottage in Camden !
at 6 p. m.
• * ♦ •

WALDOBORO

j

TEL. TEmple 2-5345

I

Every Evening at 8.00.

Matinees!

Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00^

I AST TIME TODAY, JUNE I'll
Stephen McNally, Julia Adams
Hugh Marlowe in

THE STAND AT APACHE

RIVER”
— In Technicolor —

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 13-14
William Holden, June Allyson

“A Rockland Sub-Title” is to be
the subject of thc sermon at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday
morning. It is to be a message
to Rockland as she starts her

1
1

I
j

second century of history. It will
cover various phases of Rock-.
land’s life. This message will be i
broadcast over WRKD at 10.30.
Another interesting feature of
this church's program will take
place on Sunday evening, June |
20. An invitation has been ex- j
tended to all the couples that the
pastor, Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald, has married since coming to
the city. Special recognition sill

Barbara Stanwyck, Paul
Douglas, Frederic March,

Shelley Winters, Walter Pidgeon
Ixiuis (alhern In
“EXECUTIVE SUITE"
TUES,-WED.-THURS.
JUNE 15-16-17
I-ana Turner, Pier Angell
Carlos Thompson in
"FLAME AND THE FLESH”
— In Technicolor
70-lt

JAYCEES present

KELLY

•» O C K L. A Is

DRIVE-1
~T7fe.aZze^

MORRIS

s

2

ENDS TODAY

"HOUDINI"
"SOUTH SEA WOMAN"
2 Color Hits

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Doris Day
and

Howard Keel
in

"CALAMITY
JANE"
Also—HAL WALLIS

"Cease Fire"
70-lt

'JOHNMYGtlfMK*
, © STERLING HAYDEN * MERCEDES McCAMBWDGE
SCDH BRADY
6

HIT NO. 2

ADVENTURE . . .

The Apache Nation!

THRELL8 . . .

Phil Carey, Andrey Totter
Jeff Donnell in

"The

"Massacre

Saracen Blade"

Canyon"

SUNDAY - MONDAY
AND TUESDAY

SOUTH FIELD

as the woman who loves

The Last Attack of

Flood the Screen!

Knoxo

JOAN CRAWFORD

In Technicolor

DELIVERED LOCALLY

First in stylo ... first in

Read The Oourler-OaaeWe

SURPRISE PICTURE OF THE YEAR

"THE CARNIVAL STORY'

u ith sta nda rd equipment. State and local
taxes, ifany, not included. White sideuall
tires, chrome wheel discs—and Automatic
Drive or Overdrive—are optional at extra
cost. Price may vary in nearby communities.

STUDEBAKER

Troop 206 will hold “Charter
Nite” for families, committee, and
friends; and Friday evening Pack
206 will hold its monthly session
at Clark Island (at the church in
event of rain).
• • • •

LLOYD RAFNELI. AND HIS

2 New Thrilling Hits In One Show
TORRID ROMANCE . . .

van. The annual graduation exer
cises of the Church School will
be held immediately following the
CAMDEN
morning service in the sanctuary.
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
The members of the congregation
Correspondent
are urged »o remain for this event.
Telephone 2197
The annual Church School pic
nic will be held at Gonia’s Beach
The Baptist Mission Circle will
on Monday. June 14. Cars wi’l
leave the church at 10.30. Parents meet at the church parlor Tuesday
of the children, as well as the at 2 o’clock.
older members of the Church
The Junior Pilgrim Fellowship
School, are cordially invited to at j will hold an outdoor social Satur
tend. Each person will take his day (today) at 10 a. m. Meet at
own lunch. If you can furnish the Congregational Parish House
transportation.
please
contact for transportation.
Louise Gregory at once. We still
Harbor Chorus
need more cars to get the chil
The Harbor Chorus concert which
dren to and from the beach. We is being held at the Camden
shall return at 3 o’clock. The Opera House Thursday evening,
Kola Klub will hold a family pic June 17 will feature the Augusta
nic on Thursday, meeting at the j Concert Trio. The Trio is com
church a* 6 o'clock. The place posed of Joseph Korda, violinwill be announced later. All mem ] cello; Raymond Shaw, violin and
bers are invited. The choir will Philip Stackpole. piano. The trio
rehearse on Saturday night at 7 will present, first, Andante; sec
o’clock in the vestry. Dante Pa ond, Adagio Cantabile;
third.
vone will direct.
Rondo. The second group will be
• ♦ • •
"Swing Along’’, by Cook; ”Oh!
Al thc Congregational Church, You Would See” by Palestrina and
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor, "Come To the Fair” by Martin.
morning worship at 10.40, with The chorus under the direction of
sermon by the pastor “What Can Lewis Pendleton with Ruth Dalton,
Wc Expect Of Life?”
Warren accompanist, was featured this
Whitney will present a solo “I week in a concert at the Samoset
Walked Where Jesus Walked” by Hotel for the Maine Federation of
Geoffrey O'Hara, and Mrs. Faith Music Clubs 29th annual conven
Berry will be organist. The dili tion. The concert is being spon
gent Dames will arrange the flow sored by the YMCA with the proers for the service.
ceds to be used for special needs
Appointments for the week in at the Y.
clude: Sunday evening at 7.30 at
Ignorance of the law excuses no
the parsonage, the full 1953-54
Church School Staff will meet; man—but knowledge of technicali
Monday at 7.30 the Boy Scout ties will spring most any crook.

LAKEHURST - DAMARISCOTTA

SUNDAY AND MONDAY - DOUBLE FEATURE
1914 Cbtuifiin auUM 2-Jttr uJm

be given to the couple longest
married, the couple most recently
married, the couple with the larg
est family, and the couple coming
the longest distance. The service
will open at 7.16 and will have a
portion of it broadcast over
WRKD.

starring

JOAN THE GLAMOROUS—
SHE'S FIRE AND STEEL

With Ricardo Montalban

New Excitement On

Color by Technicolor

OUR NEW WIDE SCREEN

ROCKLAND

SAT.
JUNE
One Day Only-2.30 & S P. M.
HUNDREDS OF FEATURES
Aerialixts—Clowns—Acrobats
Herd of Elephants Including
“Big Blanche” World’s Largest
FREE MENAGERIE

the Mobilqns Economy Run

The Great Christlni Family

TODAY (SATURDAY)-Rod Cameron

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
24!i MAIW 8TKZST

BOCKLAffn

MATWF

TBLEPHOITE 820

STARTS NEXT WEDNESDAY

"Southwest Passagea

VALIANT"

CHILDREN 50c

70-lt

70-It

4

ADULTS 31.66 tas Inc.
68-70
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Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will
have a picnic at Mrs. Clara Watts'
at Martin's Point, Wednesday
noon. June 16. Members having
cars please furnish transportation.

Social Matters
Anderson Auxiliary met Wed
nesday night when the charter
was draped out of respect of the
late Carrie Winchenbach.
Ann
Nye and Maude Winchenbach are
delegates to the convention in
session tomorrow and Saturday
in Portland. •
The Beaverettes will hold a utility
shower and open house at Beaver
Lodge on Sunday from 3-5 p. m.
Everyone is cordially invited. Re
freshments will b? served.
Dr. Howard Chase leturned home
to Maryville, Mo., by p’.ane on
Thursday after spending a week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry P. Chase, Brewster Street.
Manning Chase who preceded his
father from Maryville by a week
will remain with his grandparents
for the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs
have sold their cottag “Lone Oak’’
Kt Ingraham Hill to Charing Frost
of Attleboro, Mass.

MONEY
FOR YOUR

VACATION
25 - *50
10 "*1200

in 1 DAY
nn your name only
or other plant

Take care of your car repairs
and vacation expenses at one
time ... then when you return
pay according to the sched
ule you choose.
toons tor any purpose

Come

in ot.

to sove lime, phone

1720

359 Main Street 2nd Floor
life Insurance al no Additional Cost

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION OF ROCKIAND

ENGAGEMENT OF LT. PETER SULIDES

UNION COMMENCEMENT WEEK

Faye Robbins

AND MISS NANCY IRENE READE

EVENTS OPEN SUNDAY WITH

Receives Diploma

ANNOUNCED

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE

At Fisher

Peter Smajiey of Pownal is mak
ing excellent recovery folio s ing
a hospital experience.

Mrs. Joseph P. Bailey and child
ren Jimmy Joe. Nancy and Mar
The Women’s Mission Circle of
garet Ann of Salt lake City are the First Baptist Church, held
spending the summer with her their June meeting at the home
mother, Mrs. Joseph Pellicani, of Mrs. Nellie Magune on Wed
Park Street.
nesday. A picnic lunch was en
joyed at noon.
The president,
“Pioneering with Christ” will Mrs. Caroline Mitchell, led the
be the theme of the Daily Vacation devotional period and the busi- ,
Bible School at the First Baptist ness meeting. The afternoon was
. Church which will open Monday concluded with a time of games
morning at 9. All boys and girls and fellowship prepared by Mrs. 1
4 through 14 are invited to come Clara Gregory.
and learn more of Christ in the
Bible stories, songs, and handwork. SOUTH HOPE
, The Beginners will take “First
Mrs. Susie Hemenway visited
' Steps with Jesus”, under the lead her brother, Edward Oxton at the
ership of Miss Elaine Harjula. Murray Nursing Home Annex in
| Miss Charlotte Cook will be super Rockport. Saturday.
intendent of the Primary Depart
Mrs. Charlotte Frost and chil
ment which will be “Adventuring dren of Lincolnville visited Mr.
with Christ”. The Juniors and and Mrs. Ralph Robbins Saturday.
Intermediates will go “On the Trail
Mr. and Mrs. Ewart Spencer
with Christ” under the leadership and
daughter
of
Dorchester,
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Blake of Nor Mass., wore weekend guests of
way, Maine, who will also be in Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown.
charg of the school. Sessions will
Mrs. Chloe Mills is ill at the
be held Monday thiough Friday home of her son-in-law and daugh
from 9 to 11.30, and the school ter, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl,
will close with a demonstration pro in Appleton.
gram on June 25.
School closed Friday and the
teacher and pupils joined Hope j
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills mo Corner school for an outing at j
tored to Baldwinville, Mass., Mon Beaver camp shore Monday.
day to attend the ordination serv
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Longley
ices of their son, Rev. Joseph B.
and child of Franklin, Mass., and ,
Mills. They were accompanied
Mrs. Eva Holmes of City Mills,
by Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Mills
Mass., were overnight guests «
and daughter Peggy of Thomas
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ton.
Taylor.
Mrs. Scott Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Linda Stone of Rockland
of
Taunton.
is a surgical patient at Knox Hos Ellsworth Chase
Mass., George Knight of Worces
pital.
ter, Mass., Harry Knight of Waban, Mass.. Mrs. Winifred Blair
This Sunday, June 13
of Dorchester, Mass., and Mr. and
SPECIAL
Mrs. Clyde Morrison of South
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef Braintree, Mass.. wpt«
guests of Mrs. Edith Willis, while
Complete Dinner
here to attend the funeral oi aa«*i$2.45
vey Willis. Other relatives at
Other Entrees Available
tending were, Mr. and Mrs. Dyer
Served from 12 Noon ’Til 3
Willis of Newport, Mrs. Jane
Frost and Mrs. Neva Folsom of
Harmony. Mr. and Mrs. Ormand
Thorndike Hotel Crawford, and John Crawford of
Kenduskcag, and Mrs. Amy Lmart
of Medford, Mass.

Union High School Commence are also schedul 'd for the Thomp
ment exercises begin on Sunday son Memorial Building.
with the baccalaureate services
The program of the graduation
which will be conducted in the exercises will include the tradi
Methodist church at 7.30 in the eve tional class parts by members of
ning. The baccalaureate sermon the senior class; the presentation
is to be delivered by Rev. Jesse of awards by the Principal Norman
Kenderdine who will be assisted in Marriner and the awarding of
the service by Rev Harry Trask. diplomas by Harold A. Wiggin,
The graduation program on superintendent of schools.
Thursday evening, at Thompson
The annual banquet of the Union
Memorial Building, will be the High School alumni group is
final graduation exercises con is scheduled to take place on Sat
ducted in the Knox County area urday, June 19. Members of the
this spring. The urogram is fol senior class will be guests of the
lowed by a reception for the grad , alumni association at thi3 meetuates and a dance. These events j ing.

WARREN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATED

CLASS OF SIX IN CEREMONIES
HELD FRIDAY EVENING

M.ss Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Reade, Jr.
of 28 Riverside street, Lewiston,
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Naney Irene Reade of
7*1 Phillips street, Boston, to Lt.
Peter Philip Sulides, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Sulides of 16
Ocean street, Rockland.
Miss Reade graduated from
Lewiston High School in the class
of 191S. attended Bates Co’iecrn
and graduated from
Forsyth
School for Dental Hygienists, ^hc
is a member of the Metropolitan
District Hygienists Assn, of Bos-

Members of the senior class of ell Peabody.
’ Warren High School were awarded
Two vocal solos were rendered
J their diplomas at the graduation by Faye Chicoiae before the class
I exercises of the senool held at the prophecy which was delivered by
Warren Congregational Church Fri Sewell Peabody assisted by Ever
day evening.
ett Waters.
After the customary processional
The final student speaker was
Irene Reade
march the prayer of 5n vocation was the valedictorian. Iorraine Perry,
I ten, the National Association of offered by Rev. Curtis C. Busby. who spoke on, The Class Trip”.
! Dctal Hygienists and Mary Dil
The first student speaker was
Included in the program was the
lingham Chapter, D.A.R.
Lolita Arey who delivered the salu presentation of awards by Edgar
Lt. Sulides
graduated from tatory address, “Community Rec Lemke, principal of the school.
Rockland High School in the class reation”. The salutatory was fol
The awarding of diplomas to the
of 1943 an J from Bowdoin College, lowed by the class history and the
six seniors was done by SuperClass of 1952. He is a member of
class will presented by Carl Wood ! intendent of School Earle M. Spear,
I the Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa
and Raye Colburn.
on behalf of the school committee.
Sigma Fraternity. He also grad
The honor essayist, Joan Math
The program was concluded with
uated
from
Officers
Candi
ews, chose as her topic. “Contri the singing of the class ode by
date
School
at
Fort
Ben
bution of Service Clubs to Our members of the class and the ben
ning. Ga., in September, 1953,
Community”. The presentation of ediction given by Rev. Bruce Cum
served as company commander
gifts to the class was done by Sew mings.
at Camp Chaffee, Ark., and is now
on tour of duty in the Far East.

been awarded
the additional
recognition of the honorary degree
of Doctor of Divinity. This thesis
is now being expanded and re
written in more popular language
to be published as a book.
Dr. Sharpe’s studies and works
have led him to see a great iden
tity between
modern psycho
therapy and early Christian. He
states that many of the healing
miracles in the New Testament
are being duplicated after a
fashion today under the name psy
chosomatic, medicine psychiatry,
psychology,
psychotherapy
or
councilling.” “By their works ye
shall know them.”

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

The Harbor Chorus, directed by
Lewis Pendleton, rendered sev
eral selections Wednesday evening
for the Maine Federation of Music
Clubs Convention, which was held
at the Samoset Hotel, Rockland.
A concert will also be given by the
Harbor Chorus at the Opera House
June 17.

there's nothing like a

The 7th and 8th Grades, accom
panied by their teachers, Miss
Mildred Graffam and Mrs. Ellen
Conners, motored by bu3 to visit
the State House in Augusta on
Wednesday. A picnic was also
i
held at Crescent Beach.
!
Awarded Honorary Degree
Dr. Philip Boies Sharpe of Rock
port, personal councilor for this
area, will be the guest preacher
at the Universalist Church in
Rockland, Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
He will speak on “Human Per •
sonality” and the title of his ad
dress will be “Personality Plus.”
In preparing for his degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in psychol
ogy, Dr. Sharpe wrote a thesis on
the psychology of Religion which 1
is considered so valuable a con
tribution to the effectiveness of
modern church work that he has I

Form a
Merchandise Club

to Brighten up

EARN MONEY IN YOUR
SPARE TIME
Inquire From Ruth Hoch

• You gel i degrees indirect

—and both combined
• Automatic

Cottage Special
saves

Step-A-Lite

S'

you

|
;

Bell Shops

;
i

MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
OK TELEPHONE 870
64-S-tf

;

foot control — lamp lights
CS^T-:-

at touch of your tor
• All-tnctal

with

gleaming

Only S|295

Reg. Value $19.95

to top of finial

. . . the letters start. Then from all
over the free world come such com
ment* a:* these from readers of THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR,
an international daily newspaper:
'’The Monitor is must read
ing for straight-thinking
people. . . .”
*7 returned ta school after a
lapse of 18 years I will get
my degree from the college,
but mv education comes
from the Monitor. . .
"The Monitor gives me ideas
for my work. . .
"I truly enjoy its com
pany. . . .”
You. too. will find the Monitor

What a striking change a beautiful new lamp
makes in a living room!

Here's a 7-way fine-quality

attractively-styled lamp tha: usually sells for $19.95.
Shade is richly lined celanese; bronze base has or

namental laurel leaf design extending up to candle
arms.

Automatic foot-control switch gives you the

light you want whether it is one, two, three degrees
of indirect or one, two, three degrees of direct
lighting.
It's a special buy for your home or cottage that's

unusually attractive!

informative,

Phone and have one or two reserved for you now!

with

complete

world

news. Yen will drover a construe*
tive viewpoint in e*ery news story.

Use

CENTRAL >AAINE
powcr!

mran y

the coupon below.

j

The Christian Science Monitor

I

One, Norway Street
Boston 15. Mass.. V. S.

1

Commencement

EXTRA COOKING

(CUV)

Mrs. Thomas lott

PP II
7O*S*76

“Steamboat Lore

TEL. 557
66-70

of the Penobscot”
j

:

Route 1 At Round Top, Damariscotta

$1IAMUOAI Ini,!
OF THE PENOBSCOT

A

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF HAZEL YOUNG

Serving Daily 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.

«
X
S

GOOD MAINE FOOD

70-“

8
X
|

PHILCO
Nearly 300 beautiful pictures-Every page filled
with authentic steamboat history of the Penobscot area.
Adventure, Romance, Tragedy and High Humor, but all
true.

ELECTRIC STOVES

AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATORS
Finishes

The only history of the steamboat era in Maine.

Odorless

A COMPLETE STOCK OF MERCHANDISE

Write John M. Richardson at The Courier-Gazette
office or telephone 770 or 1044 and a copy of this
handsome book will go forward that very day if you
wish—postpaid.
t

SPECIAL SALE OF DUPONT PAINTS

(mojH

IT BETTER GIFT FOR DUB?

MAY BE DONE IN

YOLK HOME OK MINE

I
$

61-S-76

Let Us Help With Your

AT THE RIGHT PRICES

[addrt’til

We Carry a Complete Stock
OF Shoes For All
Members Of the Family.

Attention Ladies!

1

(name)

ENTIRE FAMILY

activities

COUNTY FAIR RESTAURANT

All Inside

(3 mo>. $3.75) 1

WEEK SUNDAY AT VINALHAVEN

KEYSTONE PAINTS

A.

Plea-^e send ute The Christian
Science Monitor for one year. I
enclose SIS ?

PICNIC TO OPEN GRADUATION

SHOES FOR THE

For Information and Appointments Call Camden 2676

Mrs. Elizabeth Prior went to
Port Clyde Thursday afternoon
because of the illness of her
mother, Mrs. John Andrews.
Daniel Ellsworth and Frank
Ellsworth and son James of Portland are af the Ellsworth cottage
here for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoyt of
Richmond spent the Memorial
Day weekend with Mrs. Hoyt’s
mother, Lottie Prior.
Mrs. Nellie Poland has returned

I

bronze finish. Full size 6i”

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE AND

Miss Faye Robbins

Miss Fay Robbins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins
of South Union is among the near
ly 162 students receiving diplomas
at the 51st annual commencement
of Fisher Junior College to be held
Sunday afternoon, June 13, in the
John Hancock Hall.
Miss Robbins was houseclerk at
Edmund Hall during her senior
year.
She will receive her diploma
from President Sanford L. Fisher,
after completing her studies as an
executive secretarial major.

FOR WOMEN
at Schools Harold Wiggin at the gradENNA JETTIUKS
'
nation
exercises
on
Wednesday
evei Vinalhaven High School will start
QUEEN QL'AJJTY
i Sunday with baccalaureate services I ning. The exercises are to be held
WELLCO FOAMTREADS
I in Memorial Hall at 8 o’clock. The
1 at Vinalhaven Union Church in the
and CASUAL SANDALS
1 program will include the presenta
! Morning. The baccalaureate ad- tion of the class parts by members
FOR MEN
i dress will be given by the pastor I of the senior class as well as speNCNN-Bl SH, WALK-OVERS
of the church, Rev. W. S. Stack- 1 cial music and tne awarding of
EDGERTON, BASS and
house. Dr. Cameron Rae will be ; diplomas. Soloist at the graduaYORKTOWN
. the soloist for the service.
j tion will be Sally Rae. John Arey
Also included in the commence- * and Ernest Gil?hri«t have been
FOR CHILDREN
i ment activities of Sunday will be i named as marshals for the exerPETER BABBITT and
I the annual class picnic which is | cises.
PLAYFI.EX
being held in the afternoon.
1 Immediately after the program
KEDS AND KEDETTES
The members of the graduating Wednesday evening there will be
For the Entire Family
EAST FRIENDSHIP
class will be presented their dip a graduation dance with music
Remains of Addison L. Shute of lomas ’ by
Superintend! nt
of furnished by Mooay s Orchestra.
SHOP DLR STORE
Rockland were brought here Sun- i---------------------------------------------------And See Our Fine Selection
day for burial at the Doe Cemeof Styles, Sizes and Colors
j home after spending a few weeks
tery.
VINALHAVEN
' as the guest of Miss Celia Piper
We are very sorry to learn that
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal
Haskell & Corthell
I at Addison.
Byron Thompson is ill.
haven office from Wednesday aft
Complete Outfitters
The
sewing
circle
met
wtih
Mrs. Etta Shute, Mrs. Jennie
For the Entire Family
ernoon through Thursday, leaving
Long of Rockland, Mrs. Statie Mrs. Evelyn Ufford on Friday aft
PHONE 484
CAMDEN, ME.
Refreshments
were Friday morning (June 23 & 24).
70-lt
Lawry and Lanscom Miller of ernoon.
70-71
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur served, there were two birthday
Wyllie and children of South cakes in honor of two of their
Warren were callers Sunday at members, Mrs. Gladys Gifford
| and Mrs. Blanche Poland, whose
the Millers.’
Eugene Helmer, Concert Pianist
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Nash, Mr. birthdays were June 3 and 4. This
and Mrs. Frank Miller were in was a complete surprise to each
And Long Time Summer Resident of Rockport
Thomaston Sunday to attend fu- of them. They received many
WILL ACCEPT A LIMITED NUMBER OF
neral services of .Capt. Addison pretty cards and gifts. All had a
I happy time.
Shute of Rockland.
PIANO STUDENTS
June is severely cold. We are
FROM .ILLY 15 to AVGUST 30
wondering when warm weather
For social items tn The Courier
Immediately upon his return from a Sooth American
will arrive. Our spring has been Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tf
Concert Tour.
very wet and cold.

LOUDVILLE

— IT'S EASY —

a Room
—J degrees direct lighting

Page Seven

BUD'S HOME SUPPLY
34 MAIN STREET
CAMDEN, MA'NE
70-lt

The price of Steamboat Lore is $7.00
69*7S

Poge Fight

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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MANY ENROLLING IN

Scientists Conducting Underwater Sound Tests In Blackington Quarry

CAMDEN'S CHILDREN'S THEATRE,
OPENING JUNE 28
The stage is now being set for

summer,
girls

Scientists of thc Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute in Woods
Hole, Mass., are using the old Blackington Farm quarry bordering
Old County Road and Dexter Street for the study of the transmis*
sion of sound through water and rock.
The party, under the direction of Allyn Vine, has set up camp
at the quarry's edge and assembled an impressive array of Instru
ments for the task which will take several weeks. The project is in
conjunction with underwater sound work started with the Navy
during World War 2.
The three quarter mile long quarry, which Ls 200 feet deep, has

been

loaned by the

Rockland-Rockport Lime Company for the

tion Pick-up Tues.
Co-chairmen

WARREN
Tel. CRestw’d 3-2491

Henry Laukka, left, new president of the Warren Lions Club re
ceives the gavel from installing officer District Governor Gerald Grant
of Rockland as the retiring president, Chester Wallace, looks on.

Henry Laukka was installed Merrill Payson. Phul Dillaway,
the fourth president of the War- j Henry Laukka, Chester Wallace,
ren Lions Club Wednesday night Leland Overlock. Charles Kigel,
by Gerald Grant ol Rockland, dis- and Alfred Wyllie.
strict governor.
Musical numbers were present
Other officers seated were Ver ed by True Spear, Jr., and Harry
nal Wallace, Harry Stred and Wil Goodrich of Rockoort.
William Podkowa and Harry
liam Podkowa, vice presidents;
Paul Dillaway, secretary; Edward Stred were song leaders, and Mrs.
Barrett, treasurer, George In Leroy Norwood was accompanist.
Ladie’s night was observed.
graham, lion tamer, Leland Over
The banquet was served by a
lock. director for two years, and
Merill Payson, director for one , committee from White Oak Grange,
year.
_
Directors Stanley Judkins, Fred '
Perfkins, Jr., and B. J. Pellicani, I VINALHAVEN
will be installed later.
Just before the rerving of the
banquet a silent tribute was paid
to the memory )f the late Alden
Johnston, first president of the
club.
Paul Dillaway zone chairman
presented the guests, among them
members from *he Rockland Lions
Club, including King Lion William
Koster.
Chester Wallace icceived the reiring presidnt’s pin.
On hundred per cent attendance
awards for the year were given to

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

L. W. Sanborn and daughter,
Mrs. Harold Poole are leaving this
week for Damariscotta where they
will be the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Herbert Sanborn and will also at
tend the graduating exercises of
Maine Central Institute, Pitts
field, Saturday and Sunday. Mr.
Sanborn’s grandson
and Mrs.
Poole’s son. Pau! Hopkins, being
a member of the graduating class.
Sunday, June 17 will be ob-

l\\V

W)

&

Brooks

and Virg Morton have announced
that plans are now underway for
the 2nd annual Auction of the

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

Photos by Kelley

Douglas

A pre-schonl child health con
ference will be held next Tuesday,
starting at 9 a m. at the Congre
gational Chapel. Children enter
ing school for the first time in the
fall, who have not had their phy
sicals, vaccinations, and immuni
zations, are asked to attend. In
attendance will be Dr. Frank
Kibbe of Rockland, and Mrs.
Esther Long, state field nurse.
Members of the Warren Public
Health Council assisting that day
include Mrs. Josephine Moody,
Mrs. Alfred Wyllie, Mrs. Richard
Parent, Mrs. Fred Perkins, Jr.,
and Mrs. George Ingraham. Those
needing transportation to the con
ference may secure it by calling
Mrs. Charles Kigel, CRestwood,
3-2790.
A meeting of ’he Warren Lions
Club directors will be held at 7
p. m., Monday night at White Oak
Grange Hall.
Date of the annual Warren High
school Alumni Banquet has been
set for June 24th. Classes to be
honored that night include that of
1904, and 1929.
Due to the graduation exercises
for the senior class, Warren High
school, Friday night, the meeting
of the Fireside Class usually held
on that date was put over to Sat
urday (tonight). The following
committee has planned a picnic for
members and then families at
the Laite Memorial Beach, Cam
den, Mr. and Mrs. Jospph Chap
man, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Overlock.
Rev. and Mrs. Bruce P. Cum
mings will attend tne annual Uni
ted Baptist Convention of Maine,
which opens the 1954 session at
Ocean Park, Monday.
Mrs. Harold D. Sawyer has been
visiting her son-in 'aw and daugh
ter, Mr. and M s. C. H. Adams
and family in Washington. D. C.
While away she attended the grad
uation of her granddaughter, Betty
Lou from the high school there.
Mrs. Minerva Marshall and Mrs.
Alice Peabody are attending the
encampment in Portland, Mrs.
Marshall as a delegate from the E.
A. Starrett Auxiliary, SUV. Mrs.
Peabody will act as outside guard
during the convention.

Thomaston Lions Club which is
scheduled for early August.
It is hoped that the the response
given last uear will be even
greater this year, as the Lions
Club has set a goal to raise double
the amount of $1000 raised. Mr.
Brooks says: “That in order to
make this possible it will be neces
sary for the citizens of Thomaston
to go through their attics, cellars. .
store rooms and barns carefully
and set aside every item they can !
spare for this worthy project for j
our boys and girls. The swim :
ming pool for which we are now 1
working can only become a reality j
through the conscious effort and
enthusiasm of every one in our !
community.”
A house to house collection will '
be made on Tuesday night, June |
15 by the members of the Lions '
Club. The following crew’ mem- ,
bers with their leaders and trucks '
will make the pick-up: Dick Fey- ,
ler (leader), Orrin Benner, Enoch
Clark, Bob Clark, Phil Fernald, j
George Gledhill; Bill Vinal (lead-!
er) John Morrison, Percy Pier-1
pont, Cecil Polky, Ben Smalley, :

many vacationing

boys

from

Camden,

Howard, Arthur
Fitzpatrick; Russ
Kelley (leader), Bill Smith, How

Warren To Send

aid Stackpole,
Forest Stone,
Walter Strong, Allan Robbins;
Barney Robinson (leader), Henry
Bryant, Frank Vaitones, Larry
Hill, Victor Hills, Linwood Silver,
All articles collected will be taken
to the "Sail Loft” on Knox street
where Ralph Cushing will be
Warehouse Foreman.
The Building Committee have
received tentative sketches and
specifications for the new swim
ming pool. The location of the
pool is now under consideration.
A successful auction this year
should make it possible to get the

10 To YMCA Camp
Plans have been completed for
the Junior Fair which will be held

Moeling,

the

ments; Mrs. Paul Kimball, Mrs.

Jackson,

Mrs.

Sermon topic at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning will be,
at 10 a. m. “The Importance of a
Child”, in observance of children’s
day, with children’s day program ,
at the 7 p. m. service, directed by
Mrs. Richard Butler.
The Rev Busby will have for his

For social Items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1944. City
tf

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LUDWIG FOR STATE SENATOR

RAYMOND
LUDWIG
Republican of Hope

WILL APPRECIATE YOUR
SUPPORT AT THE POLLS
ON JUNE 21

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTE FOR

HIS RECORD:

CLEVELAND

20 Yearn Selectman
of Hope.

SLEEPER, JR.

3 Termn State Legislature.
Chairman Highway
Committee;

FOR STATE SENATOR

Member Agriculture and
State Institutions
Committees.

In the Primary Election

June 21

Mason

Knox County, born and
bred—always a Republi
can and has faith enough
in Knox (ounty to raise a
family of five children.

Granger

Vote For a Senator from the

North County

Mr. Sleeper hopes to be
returned to the Senate and
will appreciate your vote.

68 &'70’&’73

69-73

Lowest
Price
Pig-Car Luxury andPerformance
I

The closer you compare values the
more certainly you’ll see that Pontiac is

the standout buy on automobile row.

In size and weight alone Pontiac of
fers you more car per dollar than a like
amount ever bought before. And that’s

'fieet Keen nif/iPntein

ARTHRITIS?
I have been wonderfully blessed I
m being restored to active life after

Drink More MUk! “
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Full of pep—or tired and listless?
Milk can make the difference. Clean,
tasty, refreshing—milk has everything
to put the bloom of health in your
cheeks and a lilt in your walk. It gives
you the proteins you need every day, at
the lowest possible cost Milk makes
you feel better, and look better, too.
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being crippled in neorly every joint
in my body ond with muscular
soreness from head to foot. I had
Rheumatoid Arthritis ond other
forms of Rheumatism, bonds de
formed and my ankles were set.

important, because that long wheelbase

is the reason for comfort, riding ease and

roadability unapproached within hun
dreds of dollars of its modest price.
And along with these big-car features
you get remarkable savings. Operating
and upkeep economy are, of course, ex
ceptional. First cost is the least for any

uithin a fno
dtiilart of the loivest-pricod ears. Our
big, luxury automobile —

trade-in appraisals are notably large and

telling

Pontiac’s resale value is among the high

you more here but if you will write
me I will reply at once ond tell you

est in the industry. Come in for the facts
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DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR YOfJ CAN’T BEAT A

rPONTJAC

about today’s most startling value.

how I received this wonderful relief

Mrs. Lela S. Wier
'

3MS Arbor Hills Drive „
F. 0. Box USS
Jackson 7. Mississippi
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W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
712 MAIN STREET

Barbara

Mrs. Raymond Goodrich will
be in charge of tickets at the four
performances the Children’s The
atre will present this summer at
i the Episcopal Parish House and
I the Garden Theatre. Mrs. Henry
! jackBOn will be chairman of the
refreshment committee,
T(,e Director of the Children's
Theatre will be Norwood P. Beveridge, at present Executive Di
rector of the Maret School, Wash
ington, D. C. Mr. Beveridge has
had 22 years of experience work
ing with children both as a teach
er in private schools and also as
counsellor and director in sum
mer camps, and has directed
many Gilbert & Sullivan operettas
and a variety of plays and pag
eants, according to Mr. Bricker.
He has M.A. and A.B. degrees
from Harvard. Miss Debby Bev
eridge, a member of the Junior
Class at Smith College, who has
been active in dramatics in school
and college, will be one of the
assistants.
This will be the fourth season
for the Children’s Theatre, which
will again be under the sponsor
ship of the Camden Hills Theatre,
ol which Mrs. WUliapi Talbot,
Rockland, is president.
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re-enroll

Henry

from 1 to 4 p. m., Monday at the
Congregational chapel. Proceeds
will be used to help send a group
of 10 to the YMCA Camp at Win-I
throp for a week, starting June I
18. The fair will feature a white
elephant sale, cooked food, grabs,
and a comedy movie. Chairmen
named for the various booths in
clude Mrs. Roland Berry, Mrs.
Russell Smith, Mrs. Fred Perkins,

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Betty

Alexander, patrons' committee.

week are enrolling in

Jr., Mrs. Charles Kigel, and Mrs.
Ann Johnston.
Young people to attend camp for
a week are Judith Dillaway,
Lord,
Cynthia
Spear,
construction of the swimming pool | Louise
underway in the very near future Nancy Howard, -Rebecca Berce,
Sandra
Mank, Judith Weston,
Dana Smith, 3d, William Johnston,
Junior Fair At
and Jane* Kinney.

ing, Clayton
Moore, John

Mrs.

this

At the right, Gordon Volknian and Avard Elmgren operate a
temperature recording on the bank of the quarry. Volkman is from
(toncord, Mass., and Elmgren from Manchester, N. H.
Actual operation of the project will start in two weeks and will
take some six weeks.

Sr., Bob Blake; John Kinney
(leader) John Hill, Darold Hock

Other members of the board

who will assist this season are

Rockport, Ijncolnville, Hope and
Rockland, as they leave school

Children’s Theatre, which will
open in Camden on June 28, ac
cording to Mrs. Henry Fisher,
Rockport, chairman.
Mrs. Shirley Barbour, Mrs. Ray
Goodrich, Mrs. Walter Strang,
I Mrs. Henry Jackson and Mrs.
Fisher, of the Board of Directors,
distributed application blanks in
the schools. Grades 2 through 8,
in these towns, following a meet
ing last week when plans were
made for the coming summer.
Mrs. Fisher was re-elected chair
man, Mrs. Walter Strang, Cam
den, will be secretary, and Mrs.
Ray Worthen, Camden treasurer.
rhoto oy eui.en
Mrs. Worthen will also receive
Rockland to locate schools of fish, to study water depths in the
the
application blanks at the office
quarry.
of, Dr. Worthen, 2 Chestnut street.
In the center, Allyn Vine lowers a temperature recording device
Camden, Mrs. Fisher said.
to the quarry bottom from a raft at the quarry edge.

experiments.
A crew of six from the Institute, plus six graduate students, will
make up the scientific party working on the project.
Explosives will be set off underwater and the travel of the
sound waves recorded by delicate instruments. Also the effect of
varying temperatures of water on the travel of sound waves.
In the picture at the left above, Gordon Volknian utilizes an
Edo Fishscope, the same as is used on Birds Eye trawlers out of

served as Baccalaurate Sunday at sermon theme Sunday morning at
Union Church (or the class of 14 the Congregational Church, “The
graduates of Vinalhaven High Quiet Race”.
School at the morning service at
11 o’clock. The pastor. Rev. W S Swimming Pool In
Stackhouse, will speak on the sub
ject, ’’Geometry and the Laws of Thomaston; Auc
God.”
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